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REPORT OF OSE SMINAR OK ORGANIZATION AND CONDUCT

OF CENSUSES OF POPULATION AND HOUSING

INTRODUCTION

1. The Semirar on Organization and Conduct of Censuses of Population

and Housing was held at ECA Headquarters, Addis Ababa, from 17 to 28 June

1968. It waa attended "by participants' from the following Member and

Associate Member States of the Economic Commission for Afrioa: Burundi,

Cameroon, Democratic" Republic of the Congo, Dahomey, Ethiopia, Prance,

Gabon, ■ Ghana-, ■ Ivoiy Coast, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Libya, Madagascar,

Mauritania, Mauritius, Morocco, Niger, Nigeria, Rwanday Sierra-Leone,

Sudan, Swaziland, Tanzania, Togo, Tunisia, Uganda, UAR and Zambia*

2«.v Representatives .01' the United Nations Statistical Offioe and of

the Specialized Agsnoies of tbs United Nations (FAO, ILOS. UNESCO- UNICEP

and WHO) took part in the Conference, and the Population Council sent an

observer. The list of participants is given in Annex I of this report,

3* The seminar was opened by Mr. R.KUA. Gardiner, Executive Secretaxy

of the Economic Commission for Africa, who drew attention to the importance

of the 1970 world census programme in the planning of economic and social

development and in research, ar.d to the role of the United Nations in

promoting censuses of population and housing. The Ezeoutive Secretary

noted that the countries of the region had made considerable progress

in recent years in this field of statistical aotivity. and he emphasized

the value to tlia participants of the exchange of country census experience

and of tho discussions on methodology during the Seminar.

4. Th.3 Seminar Programme., the Guide for Discussion and the List of

Documents are,,given in Annexes II, III and IV respectively. The working

doouments proparsd for bhe 3eminar are reproduced in Volume II of this

report. : . ;
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GENERAL CMSUS PLANNING

5. For this topic, the seminar had before it a paper entitled Planning

a Population and Housing Census, E/CNOI4/CPH/I8, which is reproduced as

Paper II in Volume II of this retort. This paper had originally been

prepared fors and ddscussed by, the Seminar on Organization and Conduct

of Population and.Housing Censuses for Latin America, held 20-31 May 1968-,

but inasmuch as the principles of planning are universal, the paper served

equally well as a guide for.discussion at the African Seminar.

6. Discussion of the paper was spread over two sessions with the first

part encompassing roughly the pre—enumeration elements among which the

following were given the status of the principal issues:

(a) Definition-, objectives and essenlial features of a population

census and of a housing census? --

(b) Census planning and the timing of the various operations,

including the choice of the census date*

4c) Legal basisr;

(d) Simultaneity;

(e) Budgeting and cost control.

Definition of a census

7. In connexion with the first issue set forth above, it was recalled

that a census of population has "been defined as the total process of

collecting, compiling, evaluating, analyzing and publishing economic and

social data pertaining^ at a specified time, to all persons in a^country

or in a well-delimited part of a country.— Similarly; a census of housing

has been defined as the processes listed above in regard to all living

2/
quarters and their occupants.— Therefore., a first consideration in planning

for a census must be that the plan take account of activities in every one of

these phases, i e.s in collecting, compiling, evaluating, analyzing and

publishing.

1/ Princioles and Recommendations for the 1970 Census of Population

(ST/STAT/SER.M/44).
2/ Principles and Recommendations for the 1970 Census of Housing

(ST/STAT/SER.M.45).
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Integration with other inquiries

8. It was pointed out that the objectives of censuses of copulation and

housing as defined above were the provision of reliable demographic,

eoonomio and social data in the form rquired for olanning economic

development and social advancement of a country. Hence> these censuses

can not be considered as isolated statistical activities.- Bather-they

must be planned as part of a larger, long-range" statistical programme, "which

has been designed to produce the, full array of statistics required by

national planners. Thus> censuses of population and housing must be-fully

oo-ordinated both in time.and in content with other statistical inquiries.

The value qf the census of population and housing can be markedly increased

tt, the results can be employed together with those of other investigations.

The usefulness of the census of population is enhanoed if it can furnish

information needed for: conducting other statistical inquiries. The purposes

of a continuing programme of-data collection can'best be served, therefore,

if tjie relationship between the copulation and housing censuses and other

statistical: investigations is considered carefully and established at .the

planning stage. It is also essential to recognize this role of the censuses

as one segment of a longer—range, wider—soope statistical programme because

of the necessity of balancing the staff and money resources of the statis-

tioal service against programmes in all fields. The Seminar agreed that

the view of the census of population and of housing as part of an integrated

system of data collection was essential to planning.

Elements of a census plan . .

9. Attention was next directed to the elements of .-.census plan as set

forth in Annex I of document E/CN.14/CPH/18 (volume II of this report,

Paper II).

10. It was noted that the first element mentioned was "studies of previous

oensus records". The value of maintaining records of past oensus experience

was agreed by the participants. It was oointed out that9 all too soften,

the solutions found to difficulties in one census were completely.

lost to the next census organizers because of failure to record, and file
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Uhese experiences for posterity. The result was that each new census

administration had to face and solve over again many of the same problems.

It was agreed, therefore, that one element of a good census plan should

be the maintenance of census history and that the history should be studied

as a prelude to planning successive census.

Census legislation

11. The preparation of the legal basis for the census was considered a

very important basic element of a census plan. It x?as agreed that without

such legal authority clearly defined, n- steps could or should be taken

because it was only by virtue of this authority that funds could legally

be appropriated for the carrying out of the census and administrative

responsibility fixed. It was pointed out that such enabling legislation

is found in varying forms-; sometimes it is part of a general statistical

law sometimes it is a law covering solely periodic 00^ulation and/or

housing censuses; sometimes it takes the form of an ad hoc law authorizing

one specified inquiry- Irrespective of the form which the legislation

might take, the group felt that its adequacy should be investigated at

an early stage of planning.

Budget estimates

12. Preparation of a preliminary budget estimate was also considered to be

a priority activity., to be planned and executed at an early stage. This

preliminary budget would have to be re-examined and revised as the census

activities progressed9 but it was agreed that preparation of these cost

estimates for the whole operation should be one of the first steps.

The estimates should be accompanied by provision for cost control.

13. tfo general suggestion or draft scheme for a theoretical census budget

was presented but it was noted that the items in such a budget correspond

generally to the main elements of the census plan, although the amounts

involved were n6t necessarily proportional to the time soent on the work

relating to them. For example the enumeration ideally lasts only one day

or at most 4-5 weeks in exceotional cases, but its exoenses, if the

enumerators are oaid, could amount ot one-third or even one-half of the
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total oost of the census. Other major costs to be budgeted are (l) space

for census operations? (2) furniture and office equipment: (3) supplies

of paper for questionnaires, instructions ounch cards, oublicatioris, etc.?

(4) data processing equipment; (5) cartographic equipment: (6) printing

or other reproduction facilities and (7) transport : For the complete

analysis of the census expenses proper, it is necessary to estimate all

expenditures fox* the census operation, including those which a e to be

inourred by other public authorities against oayment, Such indirect expenses

can amount to a relatively high proportion of total costs especially if

the census was organized on a decentralized basis. ;' . .... j.:r :;,^ ;...„:.

14. Because a relatively large p-rt of the census budget is spent on:

salaries bf staff, it was considered esoecially important and-necessary

to estimate and work out a very detailed personnel plan covering >; .::

enumerators* supervisors, and analysts -as- well as clerical and cartographic

assistance. Problems of staff recruitment are explored further in a later

seotion of the report.

Testing

15.: f Another important element in a census plan is provision for testing

and pilot censuses. As noted in the Recommendations— the testing of

various aspects of a census prior to the enumeration is a very useful

practice for all countries^ it is essential for countries without a long

history of census-taking and for those where fundamental changes in census

methods are being considered. To yield full benefits, tests should be

employed for all stages of the census, including enumeration., processing

and evaluation of results. They are particularly valuable to test

weaknesses in questionnaire design5 form of questions and instructions

and enumeration procedures.

Principles and Reoommendations for'the 1970 Censuses of Population,-,

op.cit., para. 63.
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16, Pilot censuses, on the othsr hand, are "dry runs11 of the procedures

tentatively chosen for the real census, directed, if oossible, at a

representative sample of the copulation, small enough *o be covered

in the test period. In addition to testing procedures, such pilot

censuses provide practical training for enumerators and supervisors in

the field and also give some indication of the time required to enumerate

an average household - information required for estimating costs as

described in para, 13 above, It was the concensus that tests and pilot

censuses should be included in all census plans.

Cartographic work

17# Although cartography for statistical purposes is the subject of another

paper before the Seminar (JS/CK, I4/CPH/6) the important role of maos in

taking a census and the necessity that orovision for their preparation be

made very far in advance of the census date,justified its mention also

in oonnexion with the census calendar.

18. As noted in the Recommendations-^ the determination of the national

and internal boundaries of the territory and its detailed sub-division into

enumeration areas, is one of the basic and most important census operations

and generally takes a considerable part of the time and effort invested in

the pre-enumeration stage. The orevention of omissions and duplications

in the enumeration depends to a very large extent on the proper delimitation

of the enumeration areas, which, in turn is dependent upon the accuraoy

of the detailed maps available. All available maps which are known to be

acourate should be utilized and new maps prepared as required. It is

necessary, therefore, to start cartographic work sufficiently early to

ensure that an adequate supply of maps is available three to four months

laefore the census is scheduled to begin.

1/ Principles and Recommendations for the 1970 Censuses of Population,
op.cit., para. 53. ', '. ""
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Census

19. Review of the elements contained in the illustrative census plan

made it very clear that these elements must be programmed in such a way

as to reveal tLe relationship of each element to each other element in

a time sequence, as well as the minimum amount of time needed to finish

that particular operation and cho latest date at which it should be finished

in order not to intarfero with the activities of other operations. Serious

delays in the work, or errors in time estimates, can be detec ed hy oomparing

the calendar target dates with the actual dates of each operation. An

example of such a calendar based on a 2-year preparatory period, ie set

forth in Eaper II of Volume II oS this report,

20# The census calendar was only illustrative but it served to emphasize

the necessity of each country drawing up such a device for its own guidance

in planning a census. It also made clear that planning for a oensue should

be considered as a continuing procedure. I!he planning dfor the next census

should start immediately after completion of the last one. or even simultaneously

with some of the final phases of this census.

21. The calendar also made clear that a relatively long period is needed

for the preparation of th-s oonsus. Detailed planning of a modern oensus

takes at least two or three years. Modern census techniques,especially

tabulation by cenputsr, make early, well-prepared and detailed census

planning absolutely essential and, as a consequence, this phase of the

work takes Ion-re? while th-2 actual data processing takes less time than

it did on conventional equipment. Planning must be undertaken far enough

in advance of the desired census date to ensure that all contingencies

have been considered and that all plans are viable in terms of men and

resources. In this connexion., the Seminar was informed of new techniques

of planning and programming operations, one of which is called "Programme

Evaluation and Research Technique" (PERT) and another, "Critical Path Analysis"

(CPA), Both of these are, in effect, a refinement of the census calendar, which
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Bbeaks each census operation down into its smallest components and

for each of these, the next stej on which it feeds, and, as described in

the conventional census plan, the minimum time needed to finish it and

the latest date, at which it would be completed. Such sophisticated

systems might one day bo applied to the census operations.

Status of Country plans

22. Following the discussion of the elements of oensus olanning,, several

participants described the progress of their I97O oensus ?lans Of the 28

African countries participating in the seminar, four have taken oensusee

since 1965, and 19 have reached preliminary or final decisions on the data

of their next census. Some others may participate in the 1970 oensus

round, but because of financial problems, they have not yet decided on

- the exact date. A summary of tho information supolied by the oartioipants

and ©f similar information from countries not participating is oresented

in Paper I of Volume II of this report.

23. On tha basis of ^fcese country reports, it was clear that very detailed

steps had been taken to plan efficiently and well in advance of the census

date. Mention was made of plans for pilot censuses and other tests in urbafa

and rural sreas and it was noted that the success of these appears to be

affected-by lack of oubiicity. The importance of integrating the censuses

of population and housing with other long-range statistical programmes was

especially emphasised and the use of committees to achieve inter-ministerial

co-ordination war mentioned. Cartographic work also appeared to play a

leading role and sampling appears to have been adopted widely to supolement

the simple enunoration on an exhaustive basis. These areas are discussed

in the sections on geographic work and on the use of samoling in census work.

Finally, tho role played by the regional and inter-regional advisers in

assisting countries to olan efficiently was stressed continually.
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De facto or de jure enumeration

24. The African Recommendations for the 197° Population Censuses

E/CN.14/CAS.6/lj approved "by the Fifth Conference of African Statisticians,

recommend the use of the de facto method of enumeration in the countries

.;6f\ the region because the greater simplicity may lead to greater accuracy

in the results. The..'review of present practices showed ihat an overwhelming

majority of the African countries are using the de facto raethod^and two

oountriee which have recently experimented with a de jure eriumei'ation, have

decided to revert to the earlier practice. ..- , ..

25. While no participating country declared having made an exhaustive

..enumeration on a put?e de jure basis, some have apolied a combined method,

. e,g., sjveral countries in the boutheni. 1 ,rt of. Africa have enumerated the

people witfrin the country on a. de facto basis .but have, in addition reoorded

residents outside of the country as a separate category Difficulties

were noted in using the de facto method in cases where the enumeration is

very much prolonged, and the need for special treatment of the nomads was

also pointed out,

Tjype of design for the field enumeration ...

26. It was recognized that a wide choice of types of censuses is available

to the census planner and the discussion brought out the considerable variety

which exists in the region and even within a. single country. This is by no

means a handicap? on the contrary, flexible response to local conditions

is preferable*

27- Thiee main types of general design were discussed:

(l) single-stage enumeration using a uniform questionnaire throughout
the country 5

...... ...

.(2) Two-stage enumeration involving, a full enumeration on a reduced
questionnaire, followed by a sample enquiry with additional

questions}1 : ■ . ■ ■ . . '

(3) single-stage enumeration with a built-in sample for which a more
comprehensive questionnaire is used than for the general pooulation.

The tendency in Africa seems to be towards the types (2) and (3), particularly

the latter while oountries with smaller populations (e g. Botswana, Lesotho,

Mauritius) have found type (l) suitable. An increasing use of sampling

in connexion with exhaustive censuses is evident in the region as the

sampling frames available become more reliable and more sophisticated.
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28. The decision of the Fifth Conference of African Statistiarais to

recommend housing censuses in the region expressly on sampling basis, is

relevant in this respeot*

29. The attention of the seminar was drawn to the paper The Development

of Demographic Surveys in the French-speaking African States (s/CN.14/CP^/l7) ,

(see Volume II, Paper III), which reviews the past and present stages in

demographic data collection in these countries.

b

The urban-rural differential

}P. The necessity to treat urban and rural areao differently waB stressed

by several participants^ The reasons given were the sharp contrast

between the urban and rural milieu in Africa, the much greater internal

variety of characteristics in the towns and the more urgent need for data

on the rapid development of the towns*

31. A large number of African countries therefore has applied or is

planning to apply different, more detailed questionnaires in the urban

areas. In some cases this detailed questionnaire is also used in a

sample of rural areas.

Publicity

32. The publicity efforts made in recent African censuses have resulted

in a generally very good acceptance of the censuses by the population*

To maintain this good co-operation it is necessary to avoid asking

questions which probe into tbe economic conditions of the households and

■to prevent the census campaign from being used for other (particularly

fiscal) purposes. It was also recognized that political or other

controversial aspects should be kept out of the census. There is a risk

that the earlier tendency towards under—enumeration might change to over-

enumeration if the benefits to be expected from the census are over—emphasized»

33» Experience with a very large variety of publicity media was discussed,

such as the press, radio, public meetings, films and speeches by national

leaders, administrative officers, chiefs, headmen, etc.. The use of schools,
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not only for informing the public about the forthcoming census,' but also

for educationon such problems as of the estimation of ages, was stressed

by several speakers. The greatest effects can be expected from methods

designed to reach the most i-emote localities arid all levels of the

traditipnal structore of the society.

Programme of analysis of census data

34« The meeting recognized the duty of the ce: bus effice staff to

oomment on the accuracy of tne data in the census publications and.

also to take part in the analysis of the eensus results in collaboration

with demographers at universities or elsewhere*

35- A plan of priority analysis projects could be drewn up^taking aooount

of the needs of the various branches of the administration and of the

quality of the underlying data,

Heoording of census axperienoe

36. !The meeting stressed very strongly the need to record the census

experience in the course of the operations in order to preserve it for

the planning of later censuses- Perhaps the greatest benefits could be

drawn from day-to-day observations recorded by intermediate-level staff

like field supervisors. After the census, field staff could be asked to

reply to a specially designed questionnaire on topics like the acouraoy

of the replies to various census questions, lack of co-operation, short

comings in training and on any matters that may have impaired the smooth

running of the enumeration. All recorded experience should be collected,

examined and arranged, and the relevant findings, both positive and

negative, should be published in the administrative report of the census.

The census as a national project

37• Several participants emphasized that the chances of success of a

population census are greatly enhanced if it is clearly recognized as a

national tasic of first priority. If the government aocords the census

this role, it can mobilize all branches of the administration in a common
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effort. The census campaign proper could suitably staxt with a public

statement by the Bead of State, designed to give the initial impetus to

oo—operation from all sections of the community. There may also be

advantages in joint action by two or more countries in organising

simultaneous censuses if there are significant morements of nomads or

migrants across frontiers.
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CO-ORDINATION BETtefcT HOUSING G^SUS-aS AND POPULATION ' '

CENSUSES AND OF THUSii CENSUSES WITH OTHiiE STATISTICAL ' :

INQUIRIES AND COMPILATIONS ;;.;;.,,; . . ; ■ . \

38. The working pa£er "before the seminar for discussion of this topic'

was iy'CN,14/GPB/3j entitled Co-ordination Between Housing Censuses and

Population Censuses and of these Censuses with'Other Statistical Inquiries

and Compilations, which is reproduced as Paper IV in Volume II of this

report-- This document set forth the conceptual and operational

relationships which should be established and maintained among these

statistical... inquiries to the end that statistical series covering a . .

wide range of .topics and obtained from a variety of sources could be

useA, together for a periodic and comprehensive assessment of living -conditions,

39» ■" '&&* Seminar noted that the emerging'concept which considers the1 censuses

of population and housing as part of an integrated system of statistioa,

rather than as-isola-ted statistical investigations, called for unified

planning and conceptual compatibility. The statistics produced oould then

be used in a-variety of ways to assist in formulating and evaluating

progress in programmes of health, housing, education, social security etc.

40. The elements of "relationship" examined in the document were

(l) timing; (2) compatibility or identity of definitions and concepts*

and (3)" identity^of geographic divisions. The area in which relationship

was established in the* document was first the relationship of the population

awd housing censuses to each other. Subsequently, the relationship of

population censuses-was established in addition to the census of agriculture;

to'the census and'register of establishments; to demographic, labous-fficrifce,

housing and fltultiipurpose surveys; to population registers; to vital statistics

systems; and to international migration statistics systems. Similarly,1

housing censuses, in addition to population censuses, are related in some

degree to thecensus of buildings; to theT; census of agriculture; to the

census of establishments; to housing, demographio and multi-purpose sample

surveys'; to housing registers; and to a system of current housing statistics*
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41- The discussion of these potential links was directed first to the

relationship between the censuses of population and housing.

Population oensuB and housing census

42. The seminar,was informed that an especially close association appeared

to exist "between housing and population oensuses. In most countries they

are taken concurrently, often with the use of a single schedule. Suoh an

arrangement automatically achieves identity of timing, definitions,

concepts and geographic divisions. It is also the most effioient in the

use of resources.

43. The advantages of simultaneous investigation may be offset to some

extent by the additional burden on the respondent and the enumerator

because of the larger volume of information to be oollected at one time.

It ,was pointed out that if oountries followed the minimum programme of

topics recommended to be investigated at the 1970 population and housing

censuses^' the resulting list might present a problem, in which case

consideration could be given to resorting to sampling for the more complex

housing data. It was also noted that, in the African oontezt, sampling

would suffice in many oases, especially in the rural areas, because the

pattern of dwellings was relatively constant. Several countries rported

their plans to sample for Ziousing datr.

44» The seminar agreed that the concept of simultaneous enumeration of

population and housing appeared to offer sufficient.advantages to be

acceptable. They then considered briefly the stages of census-taking where

special care in preparation was particularly important. The first of these

was the cartographic work and the delimitation of the boundaries of enum

eration areas, as well as certain other "tabulation areas" of significance

for analysis. It was pointed out that in some.countries, the prevailing

types of living-quarters correspond to readily identifiable areas and it

might facilitate preparation of subsequent housing programmes if the

boundaries of the EA's at the margin of these settlements could be drawn

so as to avoid the incorporation of living quarters of widely divergent

types.

l/ Principles and Recommendations for the 1970 Population Censuses, op oit
Principles and Recommendations for the 1970- Housing Census, op cit
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45* It was noted that other aspects of census taking in which the

combination of the housing and population census required special considera

tion wore (l) prparation of control lists; (2) the type of enumeration

to adopt (i.e., 100$ or sampling of topics) (3) the training of enumerators*

and (4) data processing. Because of the large volume of data to be processed

in a combined operation, a system of priorities would have to be established

so that data most urgently needed would be made available as earjry as

possible. Decisions would also have to be made as to how, and at what

stage of processing housing data collected simultaneously but in a separate

questionnaire will be oombined with the population data for tabulation

purposes.

46. Having agreed on the advisability of ooottning population and housing

censuses to exploit to the full the data collected in each, the seminar

considered how these censuses can most effectively contribute to the

design of the sample for a subsequent survey. It was pointed out that steps

must be taken to ensure that the censuses provide figures for the

smallest dearly defined areas of the country so that maximum data are

available for drawing samples.

Population Census and Agriculture Census

47* The relationship of the population and agriculture censuses was

discussed in some,detail.. It was noted that these do not have as close

an association as that between population and housing censuses beoause they

do not have common essential aspeots. For example, they do not use a

common definition of "persons engaged in agriculture" even though they both

provide data on this topic. For agricultural censuses, this group consists

of persons employed in farm work or in planning necessary to the operation

of the holding. In the population census, information is-^obtained on

persons principally engaged in the agricultural industry. Similarly, the

"farm population" from the agrioulture census, and the "agricultural population"
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revealed "by the population census aie not fully comparable either, "because

the former includes all members of the farm-holder's household and all other

persons living on the holdings while the latter is defined as economioally

active persons engaged in the agricultural industry, irrespective of where

'they live or work-, plu3 their dependents,,

49. The group was informed that because of these basic differences, in

oonoepts.due primarily to differences in the unit of enumeration at the

two censuses,, the UN Statistical Commission had come to the conclusion

that "efforts to take the two types of censuses together should not "be .-

recommended for linking purposes only, because of the burden this would,-

place on the statistical services involved, the risk of lowering enumerator

reliability.the timing problem, the potential delay in processing the large

amount of material which would result and the inability of countries to

analyze the results of such a large scale inquiry"-' <, This decision was

■ "■■■"" 2/ ■■"■■ ;'
supported by the FAO African Commission on Agricultural statistics^ which

recommended separate censuses taken closa together in time*

49» Participants in the seminar stated that their experience supported .

the conclusions set forth above and that they were., not planning, to combine

the agriculture census with population and housinge They did, however,

point out that the population census is particularly useful fot planning'

agricultural censuses., Maps preparadfor the population oensue are suitable

for -fche agriculture census and experience obtained with enumerators in1 the

population census can be transferred to agriculture census planning. Costs

of enumerating are roughly transferable ■-■ as are detferraina-fc'ibfth of

appropriate work loads. Sample deaigns are comparable and if the

population census asks for some auxiliary information and selects its Enumera

tion areas (E,A,) carefully it can provide a frame for the' agriculture census-

50, These points of convergence indicated the need for coordinated planning

of the two inquiries in:order to enhance the usefulness of each at minimum coat.

l/ Official Records of the -COSOC3 42nd Session, Supplement
Noo 3? parao 28*

2/ Third Session of the African Commission on Agricultural Statistics,
Kampala, December 19660
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Population Censuses and other inquiries ,,. •. ; ... ^

51. In addition to its consideration of the relationship, of the population

census with oensuses of housing and agriculture,, the Seminar proceeded to

report on experience in other areas where linkage or. at least co-ordination

might be established. Several participants mentioned the .use of the

registers of establishments to check on the accuracy of the "industry"

reported at the oe.nsuso. Experiments were reported, which were designed to
■;■: b ..■:"■ ' ■ ■."■.■:: s ".■■■■■ -■ : - ' ' .'.•■■ ■ ■ ^

determine whether the population census oould "be used to fajl gaps in tjie

data on establishments by obtaining information on. very small enterprises

not covered in the census of establishments. Finally the relationship of

the population census to subsequent sample surveys sras mentioned, not only

in terms of definitions and concepts but also as a source of the sampling

frame- The close relationship of the populat. on census to vital statistics

was noted, especially as concerns the need for co-ordination of definitions,

concepts and classifications for vital rate computation and population

estimation, but the -lack of vital statistics in Africa presented a meaning

ful discussion of thip relationship*, In this connection, the seminar was

informed pf,.tho United Nations .'.'World Programme for the Improvement of

Housing oensuseg and other inquiries

52. Having generally agreed that the housing census should be combine!

with the population censv.ss the participants reported on their experience

with other relationships described in the working paper* Among the areas

mentioned wore plans to co-ordinate the 1970 census of housing with a

system of current housing statistics now being developed; the successful

combination of a census of housing with a census of establishments) and

the colleotion of housing data in a rural household budget survey.
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Conclusion . . '

53. Even though experience had not been gained in all the types of

relationships set forth in the working paper, participants, were in general

agreement with it's thesis that "because of the amount and diversity of

information which can be collected within a single country by means of the

various censuses, sample surveys, and record based systems it is necessary

to determine the conceptual and operational relationships which could be

established and maintained among them, and to co-ordinate the various

activities in accordance with these relationships within ihe over-all

system.
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.... ... sthuctube of the census organisation ane estimation

...,-.,,■■•■ '.,-■■:,.:. . qe the numb1& of fieu) staff

Pffinoiples of a census organization

54» The meeting took note of the working paper Planning a Population

and Housing Census (E/CE"'14/CPB/l8) (Volume II, Paper II in this report)

which emphasizes the special organizational requirements arising from the

faot that a'census is^.an ad hoc but relatively large-scale operation,

:■'The size and structure of the organization depend on the administrative

'structure of the country, the size 6f the population to be enumerated and

the* "type of" Census to be conducted; in all cases, however, it consists

of three ^ain'parts: the Census Head Office, the Regional Offices and

subsidiaries, and the Field Staff.

Census Head Office , ...

55« Seven main .functions of the Head Office were distinguished, and

these might correspond to separate units within the Office: oensus

planning; publicity; geographical work; field organization; finance

and services; processing; analysis and publication.

56. The meeting emphasized the desirability of setting up a permanent, ,

oensus office, preferably as an internal part of the national statistical

service, and, though this.has not yet been effected in the great majority

of African countries, several oountry representatives reported current

efforts to achieve this aim. They were influenced by practical experience

of the Tose; of valuable records, such as maps, methodological reports

and "EA lists'-and'descriptions, as well as by the loss of staffwho had

taken.part'iiv previous censuses or survey operations.

57* In most countries of the region, the census organization is set up- .

as a more or less independent entity within the Central Statistical Office

or other government department legally empowered to take the censu'si "

Because r^gitfnal statistical offices are still a rarity, it is usually
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necessary for the Census Head Office to work through the looal administra

tive authorities of the regions, Even where regional statistical offices

exist, effective census planning requires that the local administration

"be brou^rt into the picture, and that all activities be co-ordinated

by the Head Office»

58. The internal organization of the Head Office varies from country

to country, and, where personnel and other resources are scarce, the1

various tasks of planning and over—all supervision of the execution of the

census may be shared amongst a very few people. However, the size of the

Head Office staff must, by the nature of census work, ohange over time*

an initial nucleus of high-level staff must hs supported by clerical

and executive grades^ and by the staff required to establish liaison

wherever necessary and to supervise the field preparations and the

enumeration propero After the enumeration, the great majority of the

staff of the Head Office will be data-prooessing personnel.

Regional Census Offices

59« It was recognized by the meeting that a census office should be

set up under a regional census commissioner for eaoh main region of a

country; the accounts of country experiences and plans showed that in

some countries census offices were? or are to be set up at one or more

lower levels of the administrative structure (districts, sub-dietriota)

thus providing closer control over the preparatory work.

60, The function of the regional commissioners should be to direct the

preparatory work and to oo-ordinate the activities of the looal adminis

trative authorities. The regional census offices should undertake the

final pre-enumeration work, or delegate it, as appropriate, to census

offices at lower administrative levels.

Census advisory committee

6lo The utility of a national census committee was emphasized.by the

majority of participants, who recognized the power of such a body to

stimulate a national, co-ordinated effort to facilitate the oensus work.
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These .-committees, by virtue ,of th.eir "bringing together seniorrrepresentatives

of the government, departments and nongovernmental organizations wno

are consumers of the .census data7 havs' it in their power to give both

psychological and material support'to'the census organization. In

particular they can provide staff9 arid sGrvices such as transport.

62. While the majority of participants supported the view that the

functions of a censua oommittoa should be purffly'advisory^" therV were ■ :

some counties'* in' which- the committee 'was the body ultimately responsible

for "this census r S'Eis-'cituaticn arose'if statistical services"•■ were ~

organised:oiv*a decentralized basis and ;in such cases the census committee

could delegate its .^authority 'to'the regional statistical "services to carry

mit T^Vi *a tir <i*^ v"*l^l ^"'T ***" ^ ^ # ^* ■ -r» **"k fP"i Jrtvi tfi ■ " " ' " "' '■ ■ ■ * '' ' " '-" " .
UU L bXlL? l#"34lij>V-i3 ■ -L-,j. s i'iil^'-1 J. y fs^wllt3 t - ■ ■ ■■ - - . , . . . \* *■ ?

"o3i* Again, tne view'V3.s put forward that a census committee may in fact

orea^Bdifficuliifes' for the "concus organization "by pressing for'data'which

woiild unduly strain'the" available "resources "for collection in the "field.

In the absence of a census ooinnittee a cabinet directive- *&; all_.:branoSeB-

of government laight:be needed to ensure" co-operation^ ■■-■'■■■"■.'■"'■'■ ■* '>

Liaisonwith other government departments and with universities ' " ' '

64»r j It. was roted that pnch"liaison could be achieved throu^i'a census

committee; if, however, no such committee existed, the question of

(obtaining "ob-oper'ation from all departments of government and from Pettier

organizationo? such as'iiniversitiosj becaaieiB" of the utmost importance

and require! tact and drill of z. high order on the part of" the census

isbistsnts*. ."■••■ '" ..'.•■ ■■"'.. -■ ": ■ ■■■■::. : ,\

Estimating tho rh^bes- qffielcC sj-.aff required

meeting took note of..,the second .paper Structure and Size of. ,..-:,

Estimation o^ Census Coats (E/CN,14/C?^/lO)

II;^ftQa^JV) .-Khei'e, mGthods,of,..efltim^.ting the, numbers .of enumerators

and supervisors aro given. Data from,,previous-.Africa^.censuses,, presented

in country papa::-33 inippoTt^i the view that a first rough estimate of the

number of enumerators acquired can be made on the assumption that, in African
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conditions, one enumerator can enumerate 500 persons in one week

(or 1,000 in 2 weeks if it is planned that the census last 2 weeks).

The number of supervisors can be very simply estimated by assuming that

one supervisor should control 5 enumerators. The first rough estimates

would of course, need refining to take account of differences in density

of settlement, mobility of population, nature of the terrain, and so on.

Use of auxiliary field staff

66m A number of countries of the region have found it necessary to

employ interpreters, to overcome language problems* Similarly, guides

are essential in difficult terrain unless the enumerators are personally

familiar with the area. The role of headmen and other leaders at the

local level is crucial in most of the rural areas of the region,

both in obtaining support for the census and in supplying local knowledge

to the census field staff. The numbers of auxiliary staff required cannot

be estimated except for particular census operations*

Recruitment of staff

67* Smphasis was given to the serious difficulty experienced in most

countries of the region in recruiting staff -.suitably qualified for the

various phases of the census operations. The difficulty exists at the

senior level, and the need for training was recognized as the ultimate

solution; the shortage may be and often is greater at the middle level ~.

and it is relevant to staffing of the H«ad Office, of the Regional Office*

and of the field operations.,

68. In respeot of staffing the Head Office, secondment from other

government departments is the normal procedure• Participants noted the

problems of securing such secondments, the related problems of salary

scales and the fact that secondment for a period as long as 2 or 3 years

might create difficulties for individuals after secondment. Government

policy should give careful consideration to equitable treatment of both

permanent and seconded oensus staff.
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6*9* Data-prpoeasing staff have "been a repeated source of worry to

census directors, and experience has.shown that good management and

adequate financial incentives are essential conditions for maintaining

work of acceptable standard and for preventing high- -turnsror-

70. Staff recruitment for regional offioes presents corresponding

problems, aggravated by the comparatively large numbers required.

However, recruitment for field work is usually the most crucial

issue, and the usp of government officials^part time, of school teachers

and of senior school pufrils-jhas become the normal practice-in many.

. countries*

■ "' SYSTM OF FAYMiiiFTS TO"FIELD STAFF AND OF COST ESTIMATES

71» One of the fir^t tasks facing any oerxsue^administration is the

preparation of rough cost estimates^ Few African governmgntjB-TrouIft -be

prepared, to agree to the holding of a population-oensus--Tintil some

.indication of tjie over—all cost is given; and little can be done in the

way-of preparations for the cemaus^until some money has been vtrted*

Bough-^initial. atrtimates -can subsequently be revised as the census

planning progresses-. The problem of census-costs was therefore

■ in the two vp-rking" papers, .Planning a Population and Housing Census,

0en8ttsi Organization and Sstimation of Censua Costs (e/CN.14/GPE/\6) y

'.paragraphs .16-27 (See Papers II and V in Volume II) 0

System of payments to field staff

72<. Payments to field staff normally constitute muoh the largest single

item in the oensus oosts, and it was stressed that the dhcice.of the ,

particular system: of payment should be made in the light of three factors!

Its effect on the over-all cost of the census; the desirability of a

simple system of accounting; its effect on the efficiency of the enumeration*

On the basis of these considerations, the following systems of payment

were discussed; a single lump sum; a lump sum for the training period

plus daily or hourly rates for the enumeration; and payment per head of

the population enumerat-r^ The possibility of making no payment at all

was also examined?
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73- Of these the last (which has been naoptsd in India) might help to

reduce the over-all costs and simplify the accounting, but would not be

'ooiKtettV'e' -o high moral© and efficient enumeration among the rfieic&'fetfel'tf.

Payment per head of tha population enumerated might lead to the invention

of fictitious households by the enumerators- Payment on a daily basis

was liable to causo the enumerators to prolong their work artificially

in order te booat their earnings. Payment by lump sum might cause some

enumerators to hurry through their work, with consequent loss of efficiency,

in order to finish early3 but had the advantages that it simplified the

accounting^ and if the enumeration had to be continued longer than

anticipated, the census estimates would not be overspent; this method

was therefore recommended as the most suitable for African censuses*

74* The participants wsro unanimous in their support of the principle of

the lump sura, but several favoured tho view that it should be supplemented

oy a bonus payment,, the blue of the bonus being determined by various

criteria which would reflect the sfficiency of the enumerators' work.

It was observed, however, that the bonus scheme, while having obvious

advantages, might be more suitable for a sample survey, wherein the

numbers of enumerators are smaller and the field work more protracted,

than in a complete ftensue employing thousands of enumerators; it would

complicate the accounting procedures and placs a heavy burden on the

supervisors who n/ould be largely responsible for deciding whether or not

the bonus should be paid, Other partialparrta suggested that the size of the

lump sum should vary according to whether the enumerators are otherwise

unemployed or are seconded from other qpbs and continue to be paid their

normal salaries during the period when they are employed on the census.

Varying payments were aleo suggested for enumerators who are held in

reserve and do not actually participate in the enumeration?
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75. The problem of whether ^overncent servants seconded to census duties

should receive any extra payments in addition to their normal salaries

was discussed, and it was generally felt that some such payment should be

made, preferably again in ths form of a lump sum- Payments to auxiliary

field staff - guides, interpreters, chiefs, headmen? atc<> - were discussed,

and instances were cited when the non-payment of any remuneration to

these peraonr.ol caused widespread discontent aocompanied by threats of

non—cooperation*

Other items of census expenditure

76. . Salaries of officers in the central census office and in the District

census offices are often excluded from the "direct" census costs; but if

included they pose no particular problem of estimation once the numbers

of these personnel are docide&c.

77. Costs of printing; stationery and equipment can likewise be estimated

fairly, easily onoe the dimensions and numbers of the necessary documents,

etc., have been determined.,

780 Mapping and transport costs? on the other hand>were often very

diffioult to estimate in advance and varied greatly from country to

countryo For example transport ;:ould constitute a relatively more

important element in the costs of a sample survey, wherein comparatively

small numbers of enumerators might have to be moved around the country over

a prolonged period, than in the case of a complete census where large

numbers of field staff are employed locally with relatively little

ttoysmetufet * Tho means of transport adopted — motor vehicles, bicycles

or animals - also varied frcm country to country and tended to be

reflected in the costs.

79, Processing costs normally constitute the second largest element

in total censuc expenditure, and could conveniently be divided into t"ro .

main categories: salaries of the processing staff and costs of machining.
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80.. Census coding olerks and key punch operators would normally have

to be recruited, temporarily for the census work. The numbers required

and the length of time they would take to complete the work oouJLd :

generally be estimate^ fairly accurately on the basis of past experience.

In view. ,of the temporary nature of the work? it was advocated that they

should be paid on a bonus basis, otherwise they might tend to go slow in

order to prolong the period, of their employment. Other inducements,

towards speed and efficiency, such as the promise (where circumstances

permit of permanent employment to the most efficient workers, and the

public display of work rates, were described by some delegates. -

8l. Three different approaches to the problem of maohining were outlined,

each of which would have different cost implications. First the government

may already be in possession of some suitable processing machinery, such

as a computer, which is not being fully used to capacity. In this oase

the cost* element may consist of a lose of revenue to the government, which

may be-" in the' habit of hiring out computer time - to commercial users. : :

Secondly, suitable processing machines may have to be hired for the censue

processing. In theory? the length of time this machinery would be.required -

and hence the total ..oost of the rental - can be calculated, given the. total

number of cards to be processed and the specifications pf the tabulation,.

programme; .in practice., however? the actual time, taken to. complete the .

...machining, rarely bears much relationship to the results of these theoretical

calculations.; unforeseen, and protracted delays, often attributable to

mechanical break-down, frequently cause the total time of the machining .

to be greatly extended Thirdly, the whole task of machining may be farmed

out to a commercial company specialising in data processing, to be done on

a "bureau" basis. This procedure is generally expensive, and the time

taken byiiie company is often substantially longer than they originally

estimate, but it has the advantage that the delays will not cause the

direct costs to rise above the sum agreed with the company. It was

suggested that some governments might even try to insert a penalty clause

in their contracts with the companies to the effect that the latter should
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make a rase-tfund if the tabulations are not delivered by the specified datesj

such penalty clauses are frequently included in other forms of commercial

contracts* though whether the data processing companies would agree to

it in the type of situation under discussion is problematical.

Methods of presenting census oosts.

82. Census oosts are of two typess the direot costs and the indirect

oosts. In the publication of the final accounts, most countries included

only the direct costs, but there was considerable variation between

countries as to what was comprised under this heading, and what was

considered indirect and therefore exoluded. All countries were therefore

urged to publish their census aocounts in as much detail as possible,

so as to show what elements had been included or excluded. The greater

the detail of the accounts* the greater would be their use for the

planning of subsequent censuses. In this respect the example of the

presentation of the Ghana census costs in Volume V of the Ghana Census

Report was recommended to the meeting; some of this Ghana material had

been reproduced in the working paper e/CN.14/CPB/1C. It was emphasised

by the SBminar that all

by the Census Head Office.
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USff OP SAMPLING IH POPULATION AKD HOUSING CJiNSUSES

83. The seminar considered the topio on the basis of the-working papers

entitled Use of Sampling In. Population and Housing Censusea (*/GB.14/GB8/Q),

ana The Development of Demographic Surveys in the French-speaking African

.States (b/ck-14/CP^/it), (reproduced as Papers VI and III in Volume' II) ,

and the background documents, '.Principles and Recommendations for the 1970

Population Censuses (United Nation publication; Sales No.67.XVII.3) ,

Prinoiples; and Recommendations for the 197^ Housing Censuses (United Nations

publication? Sales No. 67.XVII.4) 9 Afrioan Recommendations for the 1970

Population Censuses (B^CN,14/CAS.6/l) and African Recommendations"for: the

1970 Housing Censuses rB/CN.14/CAS.6/2^-■ . . ; :

84. Sampling has a role in population and housing censuses both as an

integral part of the planning, execution, analysis, and evaluation of

the oensus and through the use of the census as a frame for

subsequent sample enquiries. In addition it was appreciated that lacking

adequate resources, a few African countries might be obliged to substitute

sample surveys for censuses, either for the total population, or for

specific population groups, such ae nomads, or for parts of the

oountry. The Fifth Conference of African Statisticians had also noted

that under African conditions the recommendations for housing censuses

should often be applied on a sampling

Sampling aa an integral part of the oenaug

85> Sampling methods may be used in one or more phases of a population

and housing oensus:—(l) Tests of census procedure; (2) Enumeration of

items in addition to those for which universal coverage is required?

(3) Post-enumeration field checks; (4) Quality control at the stage of

data collection; (5) Quality controal at the stage of data processing;

(6) Tabulation of provisional results; and (7) Tabulation of additional

data and data required for special studies*
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Advantages and disadvantages of sampling and conditions for- acceptable

sample operations^

86• Advantages of sampling. Among the advantages of sampling mentioned

were the followings - Reduction in total cost; shorter time-lag between

aotual enumeration and publication of results; lessened burden of total

response; lessened demand on manpower and other census resources; higher

quality of work and better appraisal of accuracy (e.g., objective tests

of literacy); refinement of methods for minimizing not only the sampling

errors but also the non-sampling errors; and possibility of collection

of non—demographic items required for planning purposes.

87* Disadvantages of sampling. Among the disadvantages of sampling

were mentioned possible danger of delay and higher cost of final results;

increase of individual burdsn of response; limitation of coverage in

regard to small geographical areas and items of rare frequency; and the

question of public confidence. It was, however, noted that for certain

planning purposes* interest lies mainly in the summary information for

all the small units taken together or for groups of units.

88# Conditions for acceptable sample operations! These relate to the

first three purposes of sampling mentioned earlier..

(a) Cost and census resources. Judicious use has to be mdde of

the resources in pxpert knowledge and equipment. The size and

complexity of the sample is governed by the objectives and

procedures, and the availability of lists, maps, and other basic

information. Recent African experiences have shown that the

alleged advantages of using high—speed computers, available in a

number of African countries, may be lost without adequate planning

of both sample design and computer programmes. The efficient use

of sampling requires higher-level statistical and demographic

personnel, and attempts are being made by the United Nations and

the Economic Commission for Africa to meet adequately the need

for training and research in these fields for all African countries.
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Precision., A necessary feature of an aooeptable sample plan

is a statement of precision desired in sample estimates. A

properly designed and executed probability sample undertaken with

highly trained enumerators enables one to improve the aecuraoy of

data and to measure the sampling errors. The use of inter

penetrating sub-samples supplies controls at the point of

collection of data and also estimates of margins of uncertainty

of the sample estimates,,

v°) Sampling frame and sample units. . It is necessary that a frame

should be accurate, complete, free from duplication, adequate*

and up-to—date* A frame consisting of numbers of persons,

'households, or houses soon becomes obsolescent. The use of a list

of compact geographical areas with identifiable boundaries was

endorsed as a suitable frame* one particular advantage being

that, for a post-enumeration check, the sample units mi^it'be

ohosen beforehand*

89. Tests of census procedures* Under favourable conditions, pilot

studies, based on a probability sample, and arranged in the form of

interpenetrating sub—samples, can determine the choice among several

possible procedures for the census operations (e.g., different types

of schedules; different methods of ©numeration; etc.) and can give

valuable, advance information, of the population characteristics, cost,

and variance for the whole or part of the population. Other uses of

pilot studies-are in determining the size of field staff, field

organizations and control (Study of Pilot Enquiries and Post-Enumeration

Checks Used in Con.iunotion with African Population Censuses* 2/CN.14/CAS.5/

17).

90- In housing censuses in particular, the general lack of previous

information makes it imperative to obtain in advance estimates of the

variability of the data and the quality of response by means of an

intensive pilot studyo
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91. However, caution should be exercised in interpreting the results.

of a pilot study carried out under conditions not approximating to

those of the census proper, e.g., concerning publicity, there appears

to be a need for involving the population in the pilot studies, and in:

fact at all stages of the census.

92. Enumeration of additional items. The African variants of the world

recommendations for the 1970 population and housing censuses recommend

collection of data on a sample basis for topics which are more difficult

to investigate and/cr those for which tabulation by major civil divisions

or for the country as a whole would be adequate- The Seminar endorsed

the view that the collection of data, on a sample basis concurrently wiih

the census should take the form of complete enumeration of persons,

households, and/or houses within a probability sample of areas by a

specially trained corps of enumerators using a more detailed schedule.

93. Post-enumeration field checks. Considerable discussion took place

on the utility and effectiveness of post-enumeration field checks. The

difficulties encountered by some Afrioan countries in obtaining accept

able measures of the coverage and content errors in the census by the

use of post-enumeration field checks were described. These related to

the problems of reconciliation of data obtained from the census and ■

survey, which were mainly as follows: difficulties of 1-1 matching,

especially in regard to names; difficulties of Using better enumerators

due to limitations of language; apprehension of primary enumerators thrft

their work is suspect; lack of transport facilities; problems arising

from the mobility of population; eta. The failure of some post-enumera

tion field checks in Africa also arose from inadequate preparation of

the sample design (including defective frames, and sub-sampling of house

holds from selected enumeration areas, rather than complete enumeration

of the sample enumeration areas) , and faulty conduot of the inquiry.
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94» On the other hand, it was pointed out that the only way cf assessing

the validity of scientific operations was that of replication, which fo.r

censuses of population and housing should take the form of post-enumeration

field checks conducted as soon as possible after the date of the original

census, under more favourable conditions than those of- the census, and

using the best available personnel. Such checks should be regarded as

an integral part of the census, and in the absence of other alternative

procedures of checking (e.g., with accurate records of births, deaths,

and migration) , constitute the only available means of oheoking the census
■ ■ ■ . .. . ■ ,

data. It was noted that technical users of the data, would need some-idea

of the accuracy of the census results before these could be used meaningfully.

The use of such checks was thus the only satisfactory means of meeting

professional standards, even -though it was appreciated that their effective

development might take some time.

95» The need for -technical publications on the methods and results of

poet-enumeration field checks used was also stressed, and it was noted

tliat.methodological reports might be published separately for .technical

users, while general results were distributed more widely in simpler

documents.

96. Concerning the checking of names, ages, etc., a description was given

uf an interesting procedure in Togo for issuing census aertificates to

persons enumerated in the census and following those up in subsequent

Sampling and census operations. This seemed promising and deserved

further study. The use of female enumerators was also noted as necessary

in certain situations. Other suggestions related to the use of

feasibility or pilot Btudies for poe-fr-enumeration field checks, limiting

the checks to certain localities, and recording of all alternative names

of individuals in a sub-sample of the areas selected for the checks. ; .

It was also suggested that enumeration ,of additional topics might b« :

organised as a separate operation from the post-enumeration field checks,

which would then be devoted solely to the checking of coverage and

content errors of the census«
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.97* For the sample, it was agr&od that the check should consist of the

complete enumeration of probability samples of compact geographical

units. The "bias in systematic (samples of houses and/or households, due

to different interpretations of unit definitions in the census and

survey* was mentioned in this connexion.

98. The discussion highlighted the specialized nature of the work of

evaluating census results including reconciliation of census and post-

enumeration survey data, and also the need to give special attention

to training statisticians and demographers in the application of

appropriate techniques, A manual under preparation by the Statistical

Office of the United Nations on the evaluation of census data was

mentionedo

99• Control at the stage of data collection^ More extensive use of

separate interview records compiled by surpervisors was urged as a meana

Of checking the work of enumerators- Arranging supervision on a

probability basis in order to obtain adjustment factors was another

poesibilityj "but this might be limited by practical difficulties in some

countrieso

100 o Quality control of data processing. In order to apply methods of

quality control successfully, it is neoessary to fulfill certain pre

requisites of an organizational nature, which include the availability

of well—trained and reliable clerks and machine operators, the existence

of adequate work procedures, and competent office management.

101,, Tabulation of provisional results. It was recognized that sample

tabulations of provisional results would normally be available more

quiokly than the complete census tabulations, and have in fact been

used in.some countries to provide urgently required data for development

planning.,
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102. . Tabulation of additio.na1. data and data required for special studies*

As it is not normally possible to undertake all the possible crosst- ;-*.\

tabulations of the data of the census proper, sampling could be used to

extend tfte scope of these tabulations and for obtaining data for special ,

demographio and housing studies, especially those which are required for.,

large areas and for the country as a whole* However, some housing items

might require a high sampling fraction because of great variability of

housing characteristics*

The Census as a basis for subsequent sample inquiries

103. It was noted that censuses provide the most important frame for

sampling during the, inter-censal period, and the. need for a good frame \

was emphasised- It is necessary to give very careful consideration to

the problems conneoted with sampling at the stages of planning the

census, and executing the various phases with proper aare. Of the

methodological factors, the general framework and the geographical

sub-divisions 6f the field organization require special attention in

multi-stage sample designs.,

104. The other important considerations are common to the role of .

sampling as an integral part of the census; these include, e.g.,

conditions of adoeptable sample operations, and control of quality of

data at different stages,,

importance of linking attempts to improve or establish oivil

registration systems with population censuses was stressed by the

seminar, because of the ne«d for comparable population and registration

data.

Quality of data .

106. The- seminar noted the existence of non-sampling errors and biases

in complete enumeratione and underlined the need for their control* It

re-iterated that it is the total error that has to be ^minimized in all

processes of data collections whether on a sample or a complete enumera

tion basis, and not merely the sampling error. The term "accuracy" reitiieB

to total error, while "precision'' or "reliability" relates to sampling

error.
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107, Finally, the seminar urged the application of core imaginative

efforts to the various problems of data collection and analysis. Under

African conditions, these are complicated and require special technique

of collection and analysis. Some progress has already teen achieved

in this, direction* .....
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SELECTING TOPICS AW PLATING TUB TABULATION PROGRAMME

Population Censuses

108. The seminar generally endorsed the African recommendations con

cerning the topics to "be investigated in a population census and the

tabulation programmes related to these topics, as presented in the

"background document African Recommendations for the 1970 Population

Censuses (B/CU.14/CAS,6/l)« These recommendations had been formulated

by the First and Second Working Groups on Censuses of Population and Housing

(which met in Addis Ababa in 1965 and 1966 respectively) and were approved

by the Fifth Conference of African Statisticians*

I09o It was noted that the characteristic, features of the African ;*--,

recommendations were that they were designed as a minimum programme

believed to be within the resources of the great majority of the

countries of the region, and to serve as a useful starting point. Where

conditions permit, governments would no doubt cfooose to widen the scop*

of their censuses and tabulation programmes,

110. The topics recommended for inclusion in African population censuses

were chosen primarily on the grounds of national needs and largely

reflected past experiences with methods a^d definitions designed to

produce data required for development planning and research. Inter

national comparability was maintained,in respect of essential recom

mendations, since the latter are themselves based on a study of national

practices and reflect a body of practices which have sucoessfuly met

national needs. For similar reasons, the topics are believed to present

no special problems in respect of the willingness of the respondents to

reply to the questions asked, though there still remain the difficulties

arising from lack of knowledge (eog*, of age) and from recall lapse.

111. The "Recommended11 topics are those which should be regarded as basic

esBentialBi the "other useful" topics are those which may be of the first

importance for particular countries but which <lid not seem to be of equal

urgency throughout the ragion. Sampling is suggested for a number of the

recommended topics and for all the "othe^ useful" topics.
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112* It was recognized as a first consideration that the population

ceneus should provide information on the topics of the greatest value

of the oountry. "Experience had shown that national needs will be best

served if the census includes topics generally reoognized as of basic

value and defined in accordance with international and regional standards,

'Nevertheless, some countries may find that it is not necessary or prao-

ticable to include certain of the recommended topics in their censuses*

Hieir decisions would depend on a balanced appraisal of how urgently :

the data arc needed and whether the information could be obtained ' ■'

d^tfally well or better from other sources. It was suggested therefore uf

that the regional recommendations be adhered to by the countries unless

there, are very important over-xiding factors,-present. ■ It was also -,■

re9.0gn.taed that many countries would find it neoessary to include in ..

the census some additional topics of national or local interest; however,

it ;>tould be important to ensure that such topics are not included at

the oost of. the.more important items, that the full implications are ;

realized, and that grained personnel are available to analyse speoial •

tOP-iOS. . :..-..,-.. .... ... ■ ■ -.•-■,

113« The seminar took note of the observations and suggestions made in

the two working papers, Age data in African censuses and surveys

(VCN*14/CPH/l3), and The collection of data on fertility and mortality

in African'cetietides of population (E/CH.I4/CPH/14) (Volume II, Papers Till

and VIl)'5'mention was also made of other relevant documents on economic

characteristic Ss; marital status, and migration, prepared for the First

Workings Group on Censuses of Population and Housing.—'

1/Some problems of enumerating economic characteristics of the population

for. African oensuaes (E/Cff/l4/CAS.4/CPH/3)I Collection of statistics
of marital status in Africa (e/CN.14/caS*4/CPH/5)j The oolleotion of
migration statistics in Africa (VCN. 14/CAS.4/CPV6) •
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114. The African region is unique in including topics on "both life-time

(total) and current fertility (in addition to that on current mortality)

as "reooramended" topics, which reflects the desire of the African countries

$S> obtain accurate measures of fertility and mortality. The actual or

planned inclusion of these topics in some population censuses in the region

were described by the delegates^

The importance of the data on literacy and school attendance was

also recognised in connexion with economic and social development and

the programmes of the United Nations and the UNESCO to eradicate illiteracy.

116„ The seminar endorsed the importance of the data on the' economic

characteristics of the population that are required for manpower planning

and for planning for economic and social development- Special mention was

made in this connexion of the Programme for African Manpower Planning*1'

embarked upon by the ILO. The difficulties and problems involved in the

collection of such data were noted, and the need for giving careful

instructions to the enumerators was emphasised* Such data have been

recommended for collection on a sample basis, and the seminar had earlier

suggested that, when this was clone concurrently with the census it should

be entrusted to a apecially trained corps of enumprators. It was

recognized that conditions m some countries might make it imperative

to deviate from the recommended regional definitions; however, in these

situations? data might be obtained in such a manner and tabulations so

plannadj that ragional and international comparability could later be

achieved* The inclusion of the da-Ira on the economic charaoteristics of

the population In the consus would in no way supersede special manpower

and labour force eample surveys? planned or being undertaken in some-

African countries^ the latter- te*2!3. continue to fulfill certain specific

functions*
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117. One participant pointed.out that neither labour force sample surveys

nor the inclusion of the relevant data to be collected on sample basis in

the census met the requirements of governments interested^ in knowing the

number and geographical distribution of persons with certain rare occupations;

in sueh-: situations, of course* the items may be collected on a complete

enumeration basis in the census,

118. The seminar noted that the recommendations for the tabulations

represented the selection of basic tabulations that would jrield the data

^eqUireA'SP.^.urgently, for development, programmes. The "recommended"

tabulations* incorporated only the recommended topics and constitutes'

th« body of statistical information which it is considered eaoh country

~K©uld Tegarct as necessary. ' ■ '"■ '

'il9.' 'it was recognized that the tabulations constituted a modest ,

programme? and 'that many other worthwhile and practicable tabulations

"could be included in the census programme of any country with sufficient

resouroes. The seminar had earlier endorsed the use of sampling in

obtaining additional tabulations including meaningful oross-ol&ssifioa-

tions of the topics.

120. "Although the recommendations did not provide for a tabulation of

ehumeraiii'ori areas by population enumerated therein, the importance of such

&ia for various subsequent inquiries was appreciated and it was urged^

tlat such data should be retained in the census offices for later use.
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Housing Censuses

121. In considering the topics to be included and the tabulations .to,

"he compiled.from a housing census the same general principles apply as

were referred to in the discussion on population censuses, particularly

in respect ta' the priority of national needs, and the desirability of

international comparability of the data obtained.

;122« The objective of a housing census, as noted in para. 8 above and

in Principles and Recommendations for the 1970 Housing Censuses. i» the

provision.of data in the form required for economic and social planning*

the data must be suoh as to provide a physical inventory of the housing

stock, information on the stmctural characteristics of the living quarters

enumerated and on such demographic, economic and social characteristics

of the population in the living quarters as are required to meet local

needs and conditions. Homeless persons should be enumerated as a separate

category.

123. Housing data are intended to complement statistical data on size

and Btaruoture--o-f -population and on agricultural production so that a

co-ordinated description may emerge of the relations between population

as such and thg supply of food and shelter available. The census data

on housing (like those oh pppulation and agriculture) must be supplemented

by current statistics so that an assessment may be made of whether the

supply of housing is adequate to meet housing needs; methods of estimating

these needs are given in Methods of Estimating Housing Needs (United Nations

publication, Sales No.: 67eX7II,15) o

124* The meeting noted the economic importance of investment in

housing construction in generating inoomes and employment, and the

utility of the corresponding statistical data in national accounting.
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125* Because of the importance of the quality of the housing stock

in regard to its "acceptability", as judged by the criteria of the

density of occupation, the protection it gives from the elements and

the sanitary and hygienic facilities it affords, etc., certain data on

housing characteristics have* been recommended as valuable indicators

of levels of living; these are presented in Statistical Indicators of

Housing Conditions (United Nations publication, Sales No.: 62, XVII.7)-

126, The African Recommendations for the 1970. Housing Censuses

(e/cN.14/CAS.6/2) were considered by the meeting in respect of the topics

to be investigated and the tabulations to be compiled. While specifically

aimed at meeting the needs of the African region, the Recommendations

retain comparability with the world Principles and Recommendations

(except in one minor respect relating to investigation of materials of

construction and even here it is suggested that the world recommendation

may in practice be preferred by some countries)» The African Recommendations

were endorsed by the Seminar on Housing Statistics and Programmes for

Africa, which was held in Copenhagen, Denmark, in 19-66, the final report

of which is in preparation.

127. The discussion centred on four main aspects of housing censuses in

Africa: (a) the rela'idonship between housing units and households,

(b); differences in conditions in urban and rural areas, and the greater

practicability at present of putting urban housing statistics to use

in physical planning, (c) the question of mobility leading possibly

to fairly large differences between the dg facto and de .jure populations,

and (d) the extended family astern? often associated with the compound

(concession^
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128o It was the foaling of "+ho nesting that the distinction between ,

household and housing unit must be preserved in ord^r to obtain data

on households sharing housing units, and that data obtained in the '"*'-

form of facilities available to households, though of considerable

social 'Interest^ ws;?e inadequate for obtaining the inventory of the

housing1 istock and for measuring density of occupation. These problems

are usually less acute in rural areas. In urban areas especially,, the\ ,

possibility of. obtaining accurate data both, on housing units and on

the households therein, depended very much on training and on practical.

experience gained in .trial interviews by each enumerator. . In the- case,

of complicated groups living together? as in the compound for example,

it was. considered,, that the distinction between the household and the .

nuclear.families within it, would facilitate the enumeration; experience

in French-speaking. Tfest Africa supported this viewo .

129o As for the question of mobility, the African recommendation that

the de facto population be preferred as the base for the census plan?,

should be modified where conditions required it; the enumeration of

Residents present, Residents absent and Visitors as separate categories

would permit the study of both the de. facto and the de- .jure populations.

1$), Tho-meeting endorsed, the recommendation of the Fifth Conference-:■

o"f~"Afrioan StatiEi'fcicianson the utility of sampling in the investigation

of Housing conditions in the region* : " . .:. ■■:

131» Kiq meeting noted that few countries in the region are yet in a

posiiion to obtain satisfactory horrent housing statistics; however,

the use of building permits was reported by some countries and suggestions

made about means of over-ooming the defects of these statistics* ■ -
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DESIGNING THE QUBSTIOHKAIRES

132. No speoial working paper had teen prepared for this item of the

agenda, but a comprehensive discussion of questionnaire design was

contained in the Handbook of Population Census Methods, Vol. I, Chapter IV

section D. Specimens of census questionnaires used in various countries

were circulated in the meeting.

Types and styles of questionnaire

133, Three basic types of questionnaire were described. First, there

was that in which one line of each questionnaire was used for each

household; this type was in fairly common use when the teohnique of

"group enumeration" was practised in earlier African censuses (e»g.

Kenya 1962), and it had also "been adopted in the 1967 census of

Tanzania, where the enumeration had been conducted on an individual

"basis and the only questions asked in 80$ of rural areas were age and sex*

134. Secondly there was the type of questionnaire involving the use

of a separate form for each household, and one line ~>t column for eaeli

person in the household. This type was that most, widely used all aver

the world. Generally the questions on different characteristics were

arranged horizontally across the form, and one line us^d for each

"but sometimes the questions would be arranged vertically, and

a separate oolumn used for eaoh person. The latter arrangement had

been used, for example, in Tunisia (1966), in the Hepublio of South

Africa (K96C), and in the Ghana P.B.S. (i960); it suffered from the

disadvantage that it increased the total size of the form since fen

actual width of column had to "be devoted to each question, whereas with

the horizontal arrangement the width of the columns could be varied

according to the requirements of the different questions-
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135. Thirdly there was.the^type^f^qiiestionhaire in whichda^separate ' ™

formuwae" ased for eacht, person enuaje'rated: Tfcie- typeaHa-^iiadvanijage* fkem the

otandpoint of processing, and its use could eliminate the need. for,.,,..

punching.. It had "been use4 in Canada in 1956,., and there were plans .for '

its adoption for the 1969 census of Zambia, where it would he used $.n

conjunction with a photo-optical devic^ for transferring the. information ■*

directly from the census questionnaires to magnetic tape. It suffered

frum the disadvantages, however, that a much greater number' of forms' would "be .

needed, and the characteristics of different members of the same household

could less readily he checked against eaoh other for incompatibilities

(e.g. ages of children'and their parents) . There was also a1 problem in

collating the data by household, although this could "be overcome W

numbwis. . ■

136. The use of hooks of questionnaires was advooated, since it minimisM

the likelihood of their being lost, and facilitated tile process of cheeking

that all the farms issued to a field worker were duly returned} it Was

suggested that the numbers of questionnaires per book" should not exceed

50, and sometimes-smaller-numbers might be used to prevent waBtage". It

was urged that.-the total sizsof the questionnaire should not be tod"*

-large* ana its general appearanoe should be such that it should'"not "

only be. easy to fill in, but should also look easy to fill in"■ "'

Framing and ordering of questions '

137-; The .principle. that particular care should be taken to,.ensure that

the wording of every question should be clear.and unambiguous was,. „ ■

stressed, and it was suggested that special attention should be gi.yen^

to translations. The need for clarity of the question headings was ,.,t

raised by various, d-e.legates, and it. Kas noted ty&i ,^iesa headings needed

vo be much fuller when the questionnaire was to be completed by the

householder than *hen it was to be completed by the enumerator; the

neoessity in some countries (e.g. Mauritius) to print the headings in

two languages was noted-
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138• Alternative methods of. Dosing certain questions were discussed -

suoh as age and date of/birth, and the. splitting- of the question on

children gver borrt-into/ three parts - .those alive and living at hom^j

those alive and living elsewhere; and those who had died, . ., , .

139» It was. advocated that in general the most important questions, ■

. euph -as sex and .age?:, ^should come first, in the questionnaire? and those

which applied, only to restricted, categories of parsons, Buch as the

fertility questions for women.-only, should come leat. Related questions*

such as .the, "eoo.nomio" ones on. type of activity, employment status,

occupation and industry? or again-the fertility questions, should "be

grouped together on the questionnaire* It was urged that the ■persons

responsible for the data processing should always be consulted before

the questionnaire is finalised-, particularly as regards the framing and

ordering of inter-related questions* ::. ■

Eypea of questions andmethods of entering replies

140. Census questions could generally be divided into two categories*
.-.>"•.'..■■■■" ■ ■■■■.■

"closed" questions^ to which -chere.Wcre only ariamall^number^or . c-.0"

possible answers, sach as sex; and "open" questions, to which there

was an almost Unlimited number of possible answers, such as occupation.

141. In several rscent censuses (e^g* Ghana I960, Sierra Leone 19.63,

Tunisia I966 and Malawi 1966) the possible answers to tht* closed questions

ha4 "been specified on the questionnaire with a "box" against each, ..the

enumerator3 bein^ required to place a tick in the appropriate box._. ■ It

was suggested however that.this procedure had certain disadvantagest

tests, had shown that enumerators were more likely, by sheer carelessness,

to place the tick in the wrong box than to record the wrong answer w}i«n

required to write it out in full or in the form of some meaningful

abbreviation; or tho ticks would sometimes be so badly plaoed that it

was impossible to tell which ""bar" they related to*
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142. The use of meaningful abbreviations such as "M" for male and "F"

for female, had advantages? they helped to reduce the size of the

questionnaire and provided a small saving in time and labour.

Pre-oodin^

143« In some recent censuses - most notably that of Tanzania in 1967 -

extensive use had been made of pre-coding; the enumerators were required

to enter an appropriate code number (e.g. 1 for male and 2 for female)

instead of an answer in the form of words. This procedure oould save

considerable time and labour for the coding clerks in the census office,

but.it had its dangers. The enumerators were in fact being asked to

do two jobs at once: they were acting not only as. enumerators but also

as ooding clerks and the potential numbers of mistakes they were liable

to make was thereby doubled. While an error made by a coding clerk in

the oensus office c©g1& be detected and corrected, since the original

entry was there to be seen, a doding error made by an enumerator in the

field was virtually impossible to correct. However, when used on a

limited scale, such as in the 1966 census of Swaziland for the questions

on education and economic activity only, pre-coding had its uses.

144. On the assumption that most of the coding would have to be done

in the census office? rather than pre-coded in the field, the question

was raised as to whether it should be done on a separate coding sheet

or on the original o_uestionnaires which should be designed accordingly.

Since coding on the questionnaire had numerous advantages, methods of

providing space on it for the codes were discussed, such as -i&hfrdividing

the columns vertically (as had been done in Swaziland), or dividing the

lines horizontally (Turkey 1965) or marking off a corner of each line/

column compartment (Algeria 1966)<
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Instructions for

145- The question wbd discussed an to whether the instructions for

completing' $"£© \questionnaires should be kept; fairly brief, in the.!." -

hope that t&G. enutn^rs.toiet, would then be more, :likely to read them) or

should, b©.,.53'.',detailed ae.. possibles in an attempt to forestall all

-likely'errors. The opinion of the meeting generally seemed to favour

dotfeijed instructionss provided that the supervisors ensured that

tUe enumerators x-ead theni thoroughly during the training courses*

146V- Wlien tii3 questionnaires^were to be completed by-the householders

"rather 'than by the c-tiaraeratoj-sj' abbrsviated instructions nad Bometimes

•'■ ■ 'be'Sn printed cn'tlie bc^ck of tha: questionnaire,. 'This .procedure was noi

generally &u.zg2zz£tJ,7 'o.o»s^zt9 s,a tho householders rarely bothered to

turn the f^rm'ot^t? 3.rA vc-^d, the instructions"6n 'the back. The best

alternativ-d Sbsr-eu. 10 by to' p^f'.nt fairly detailed headings to each

question on ->]?.o ^ar- "of' ■the^ue'etionnaire* ;" - -"-1 -

Me.thodq of '.r.R?.atiri^_ go «vjl^tion "end, housing questionnaires in a combined

concur (or wix-re?)

147° Two ir.etho&a of ccli^ofj.ng ooth popuja^ion and housing data on the

sama quoBtionv.tj.iTfi vf.'-f—r o-rc--;>•■-"' "•■".f^er a special "box" containing

the housing qucaiio-s could "o& inLaried in a corner of the population

airj {-■-'&» ^nr.vs. 3 9^2 - urban arsas only); or the population

questions cou7d >■-. pz::,ntod 0*1 or.o tiiua and th-a ho-ojsing Questions on the

other (o.g. Algeria l$'cC) >

--146"o It ifas x^cc^nipr:1 ■ti-ifit the 1.-.E3 of the same questionnaire for both

population and!, rioucin^ particulars entailed difficulties when the units

of enuEiara'fcrU-n ~jo;"\i nt-t 00—tomiinous - :Uec when there was more than

one househo?.d living* in a housing unit, or when a single household was

oooupying mere ■than one Lousing unit-. Methods of overcoming this

difficulty "^crc ds^^i^Mo ' ' -■'■■■ '''■'.:■'■-■■■■ : "-. ■
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GEOGRAPHIC WORK FOR TEu Ci2TSUS AHD PREPARATION OF CMSUS CONTROL LISTS

149- The seminar had for its consideration the following working papers!

Cartography for Census Purposes (E/CN.14/CPB/6) , Locality listing and

Delimitation of Enumeration Areas (B/CN.14/CP3/9), Preparation and Use of

Census Control Lists (E/CN.I4/CPH/5, and Mapping for the 1966 Census of

Swaziland (E/CN.14/CPB/19), (see Papers IX, X, XI and XII in Volume II) .

150• The importance of mapping for census of population and housing was

recognized by the raeetingo There were? however, different degrees of

emphasis in this matter, as some participants were inclined to rely more

on locality lists in the actual field work, A few participants explained

the thorough cartographic work their countries had done in recent censuses

whereas others have either found it so far impossible or have not

considered it indispensable to delimit enumeration areas on maps. The

reasons for this have variously been the lack of basic maps or of

competent staff or of resources while in some conditions enumerators

oan not be expected to be able to use mapso In many countries mapping

can be mad^ very complete in towns "but not in rural areas.

151• It was observed that highly skilled staff is in short supply and while

some census offices have employed geographers, oartographers and draftsmen

(o3ten on loan from their regular jobs) 3 others have arranged to have the

mapping done by the cartographic service of the government.; Experience

shows that when mapping is done in a hurry or using unskilled staff, it

tends to be of poor quality and often worthless-

152- The need for good area sampling frames and permanent, multi-purpose

area samples makes thorough mapping extremely desirable.. Mapping is an

operation which, once done, will yield results for a long time to come

becauoe it is a relatively much smaller job to update maps for further

surveys and censuses*

153° The importance of map acquisition was stressed by a delegate who

pointed out that very useful maps may have been prepared by malaria

control teams? water resources surveys and many otherso
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154. It was also pointed cut that caps presenting selected results of

■ the;census will appreciably improve the value of the census1 publications.

''■■■'-".'■ ■ ,'■■' .*.'■"■■'''■■'■ l' . ■ . ■, ■ - ■' -■ ■ ■ ■.' ' ■ ■ '"•'.'•

"155. Experience' Tn:'"deli'mi'tati~on of enumeration areas was" discussed at

considerable length and it was felt that whether it was done on the

basis of maps or not, it should be done in the field by competent staff

" of an intermediate-level office in close contaot with village headmen

and other persons who know the local conditions. The importance of

noting alternative names of localities, names of village headmen andl.K

;.other ^information, which helps-tjie identification of small inhabited ..'. ,

.plac^Sj was^repeatedly, stressed. , .

156. The'uses of cfinsus-control lists were reviewed in the light of

dooumeiitatibri ooilectpd by the UN Statistical Office. The uses^to ■■ which

bontrbi' lists have "been put and the forms and ways in which they hare. -

-baen preiStfrpd, have been manifold» The most important use of census .■

obntroi lists in the region has been? and apparently will be in^the

1970 round, the control of enumeration™ The lists, indicating -buildings/

^..qojBpounds and/or living quarters and/or households .arn. made, shortly^b,e.£ore

,,the enumeration or during it and on the same occasion the units.are.visibly

I57. -The preparation of permanent village indexes (fichiers de villages)

wao 8dfiS£cae»oa - a Uoefdl i>a3t of pr^^-ehtimeirdtlbH field woSec /Snoli 'indeieo

Save b«eri prepared or are being prepared in a1 number of African-countries

-ahd'they'contain'information on the location and accessibility of 'the ' ■

village, on its sateljite hamlotsand settlements, on schools* hospitals,

ft. .establishments, on the most-common crops and on many other. „.

*-; A village. index is of very great help not pnly for tjae .

,statistician but also for administrators and workers in .every bra.nc.fe t

of tl»e.governmentc ; ,. ; -■ . , . s. ..
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OTKSR PJOi^HUMiuRATION FUSLD WOEK

I58. The participants at the Seminar were provided with a working paper

entitled Pilot Surveys and Pre-tests of Census Procedures, %/VS.14-/0VB/i2f

(Volume II, Paper XIIl) . This paper, corresponding to item (a) in the

discussion programme contains other points which are comprehensively

dealt with in the Hand-book of Population Census Methods, ST/STAT/SEH.F/5/

Hev. 1.

Pilot surveys

159* The need to carry out one or several pilot surveys before the actual

census was emphasised; note was also taken of the successful experiments

of several countries in this field both with respect to pre-tests aud

pilot censuses. It was observed that purposive selection was the most

suitable for pre~c*nsus testing, for it makes it possible to include the

areas with specifio problems. All the census procedures including those

of an administrative nature must be tested, and this can be carried out

in several stages«

160. The seminar dwelt on suoh problems as the pre-testing of questionnaires,

training of enumerators and processing, which includes computer coding as

well as programming. In view of the fact that the questionnaire is

-Yery often prepared both in English and French, it was regarded as a factor

for enlarging the geographical field of tlie pilot survey. As several ■

participants stressed, such a pilot survey facilitates the processing of

census results and the publication of these results several months earlier.

161. The participants recognized that pilot surveys help solve various

problems such as the operating efficiency of the enumerators and the size

of the enumeration zones; furthermore, they noted that these surveys should

te carried out in conditions that are similar to those of an actual census*

It was considered imperative that there should be sufficient time between

the pilot survey and the census. On the other hand, it was pointed out

that the determination of oonoepts could be greatly facilitated by a pilot

survey and reference was made to an experiment1: in which ouch a survey

made it possible to achieve the best definition of the family unit.
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Recruitment of staff

162. While some participants preferred that officials, including,

teaohers, should not be engaged as enumerators because of their

inadaptability, many others described their satisfactory experiences in

this respect. It appeared that there is a marked tendency to use staff

from the civil service; this solution enables the saving of a substantial

amount of money, and at times it is the only feasible arrangement where

schooling has not advanced. In some cases, even school pupils were used

and it was noted that, in Swaziland, secondary.school students proved.to

be good enumerating officers. .

Staff training and handbooks

163. Staff training methods were examined, in. detail by the participants,

especially those from Gabon, the UAH and Tunisia. It seems that such

training is often carried out in three stages, the supervisory staff

beginning training during the pilot survey. Training in the field was

combined with courses of a theoretical nature, since field work makes it

possible to check the knowledge acquired and to select the staff.

164. Various opinions were expressed concerning the optimum training

period for enumerators and there were discussions regarding the relation

between such training and the actual census. The question of handbooks

was considered by the seminars it was stressed that they are an important

aid to the local authorities whose contribution may be vital. Enumerators

must be trained in how to approach the population as well as in actual

census methods- For example, they must learn how to present themselves

and how best to begin the interview.

Transportation

165. Wherever the co-operation of the administration is difficult t*

obtain, provision must be made for 3peoial items in the census budget to

cover the acquisition of vehicles; this is a heavy burden on the budget.

On the other hand, in favourable circumstances, arrangements may be made

for the allocation of a maximum number of vehicles for the transportation

of enumerators during the census period.
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166- Some countries have "been atie to obtain the assistance of the armed

forces. It was emphasized that communioations in general must not be

neglected, and that transportation is only one aspect of this problem-

Information must reach the central offioe from the enumerators and it is

thus absolutely neoessary that the communioations system "be thorouglily

worked outo In,some countries, the radio was used for the transmission

of messages.

Distribution of supplies ,

167» Several participants described the measures taken in their countries

to assure adequate distribution of supplies. To this end, it was agreed

that the doouments and materials required by each enumerator should be

distributed well in advance! in some cases, a special offioe was

responsible for these matters.
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ENUMERATIOU PROBLEMS AHD PROCEDUHES

168. The seminar disoussed this topic on the basis of the working'paper*

Enumeration Problems and Procedures (e/CN.H/c*3/11) (Volume 11/ PapSr XIV
1 —————— ■.'..■..■ .-j cji

of this report), axid the background paper Handbook of Population Census

Methods Vol.1 1 (ST/STAT/SERF/VRev-1)- ^ working paper dealt with some

of the' main problems that might be encountered by bensus and survey"

planners; problems whioh could render oensus plans ineffective if not

given serious consideration in census planning. The speoial attention ;

given to .."difficulties in Africa is summarised below,

. ■ ■ ■ '. >. ' ■'",•,■ * . ■<

Physical environment, pattern of settlement and mode of living.
" , "■" . . . • ' ■ .....■■ i - - ■' ', ;\.

169. This was recognised as giving rise to a number of problems, that

oould lead to errors and particularly to the omission of hamlets and

»omeidmes-«v^n^ajcge-villages, - Inaccessibility of some localities" -

espeoially in thick forest and swampy areas'was recognised as a difficult

problem. It was agreed that enumerators were sometimes not anxious to get

to the very remote hamlets in forest and mountain areas. !

170. Another major problem disoussed under this topic was the fact that

in—some—ardiL .areas*enumerators had to walk long distances to reach widely

dispersed settlements. .

171., The seminar next considered the differences between urban and rural

settlementSj their speoial problems and the procedures required to deal

with them. The differences between the types of dwelling housesj the way

they are built and modes of living in urban as opposed to rural areas make

it imperative that different methods be adopted'in order to avoid both

duplication and omission in a oensus or survey.
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172. The problems were thought to be more acute in rural areas where

the haphazard arrangement of houses makes it difficult for enumerators

to oover all of them systematically and therefore leads to omissions. In

these areas the difficulty of dividing bigger localities into two or more

enumeration areas by boundaries identifiable on the ground was also given

attention. Another problem was the possibility of enumerators splitting

up certain localities in their work because these might consist of groups

of dwelling houses which, might appear to be separate hamlets.

173* In urban areas the main difficulties were thought to be the

enumeration of slum areas and outdoor sleepers and the special problems

of finding the never-at—home single people.

Enumeration of nomads

174» Participants from oountries pessessing nomads related their

exp^rJ^nc«s-in-Tisxng--different methods of enumerating these people.

Among these were:

(a) Random selection of tents (households) which are grouped with

the help of headmen and then enumerated.

(b) The selection of encampments.

(o) Selection of water points and their enumeration, particularly

during periods when there are concentrations of nomads at

these points»

(d) Selection of groups - tripes or clans - and enumeration of

all tents in these groups,

(e) Selection of sections (fractions) of tribes, the members of

which are under the same head, and completely enumerating these

sections.

(f) Enumeration by aerial surveys, which was considered to be

possible only in open areas.
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175- On the enumeration of nomads special problems were pointed out,. .

including:

1» Enumerators have to be very capable and willing to travel long

distances on camels. Attention was drawn to the need for guides

who could also look after the animals and it was noted that these

requirements could often be met wh^n camels were hired rather

than purchased,

1 ■■ 2. A hierarchical approach is often heoessary in investigating

nomadic populations.

■ 3» Nomads are in the habit of crossing national boundaries-

176. It was suggested that the 3CA secretariat should encourage studies

on nomads by organizing a seminar on their enumeration and also by under

taking special studies of the problem. Countries were requested to send

reports on their experiences to ECA.

The enumeration of migrant labourers

177, The problems connected with the enumeration of migrant labourers

either in their place of origin (during their absence) or in the places

to whioh they migrate were discussed. The three major difficulties were*

(a) The fears of migrants during enumeration in their new places

of residence, that they might be expelled as a result of' the ■'

answers given. This was thought to lead to unreliable replies

by migrant labourers.

(b) Where enumeration is on a de .jure basis the question of residence

qualifications also leads to problems in enumerating migrants

who stay for only short periods.

(o) Ike main problem in enumerating migrants in their place of origin

during their absence is the possibility of getting unreliable

replies from people reporting on their behalf. To overcome this

it was agreed that questions on absentees should be limited to

the "barest minimum and to topics which could easily be reported

on by other* with some accuracy.
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178. Before the seminar diGOuaapd the next set of topics the means "by

which the problems already discussed above were considered! These inoluded

the following:

(a) Thorough preparation at all stages of censuses or surveys,

(b) Proper and clear definition and demarcation of enumeration

(c) Preparation of complete lists of localities

(d) Preparation of complete lists of houses before enumeration.

(e) Numbering of all housrs as part of normal administrative work

(f). Thorough and widespread publicity on the census or survey,

giving its aimss uses, etc.

(g) Co-operation with tribal or village chiefs or headmen^,

(fe) The use of special enumerators; e<.ges the use of females

to enumerate females in Purdah in Moslem areas.

(i) The division of extremely difficult areas into smaller

enumeration areas than in other areas.

Respondents' inability or unwillingness to answer correctly.

179« The seminar gave considerable tim^ to this topic. It was genArally

agreed that, though groupa of respondents might sometimes refuse to

co-operate, the main problem in Africa was the inability of respondents

to answer correctly as a result of illiteracy, Ignorance; ..SorgetfulnAss

and superstition*

180. The main topics considered to raise the most difficult problems

were 5

(a) Ages- This was thought to be the most difficult topic in

consuess and surveys in the region* It was agreed that calendars

. of events should be carefully considered and pretested before

use. It was also stressed that these calendars should always

go to the local level rather than covering only a few national

events which may not be known by themajority of the rural

populat ion» In addition to this the use of relative ages or

comparison of ages of different persons in a compound or even

in a village was recommended as a good supplement to calendars

of events in estimating
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Attention-was also dr^wr: to jths possibility that unacourate age

estimates might result from the ohoio? of historical events

included in the calendar, particularly: if the events listed held

some attraction through reasons of national prestige, etc.

'The question of rectification and smoothing ot the recorded

age distribution was discussed. It was recognised that much smoothing

might frequently eliminate genuine irregularities^ in the age dis-

tribution, and could be justified only if.there was reason to

suppose that the graduated figures were in fact nearer the truth

than the recorded figures. ...,.,.

The seminar agreed also that improvement of census age data

ultimately depended on improvement in civil registration! and

supported the United Nations World Programme for the Improvement

of Vital Statistics- . . .. .

Retrospective..questions^on fertility and mortality"

The main difficulties here were recognised to be-forgetfulnesa

aud sometimes superstition.- It was agreed- that one way of helping

respondents to remember past events was to break up_ the questions

into a number of probing inquiries instead of making a direot

request for the facts. The seminar was informed in detail of a

socio-medical survey planned In Gabon, the aim of whicn was to find

the causes'of the special demographic situation there. In ftis

survey, owing to the nature of the questions and the confidentiality

attaohed to some of. them, tn'e plan was to use male nurses *o

interview male respondents and female nurses to interview female

respondents. The SCA 'secretariat and the representative of WHO

expressed great interest in this "survey arid hoped it vould yield

good results*
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(0) Questions on economic activity

The difficulty experienced in obtaining clear answers to those

questions was noted. For industry one way of getting the correct

information was to ask for the major product of a ■personSs

place of work from which the industry could be determined at

the processing stage.

(d) Birth place and usual residence

The principal problem in connection with these questions arises

from the tendency of respondents to identify the place of usual

residence with birth place. There is also the possibility that

either of thsse may be confused with the home town of a !

respondont.

(e) Names:

Lastly the problem of respondents declaring different names in

the main census or survey and in the post-enumeration check

was given attention. It was agreed that one solution is to

ask all respondents to declare all their names in both operations^

Bnumeratora errors*

l8l. The seminar also considered problems arising from enumerators1

errors. Participants were warned of the desire of enumerators to simplify

their work and the errors to which this might lead. Among these errors

ares

(a) Biases in estimating ages.

(b) Snumeration of people in groups in public places instead

of individually in their houses- ...

(o) Fictitious entries.

(d) Missing and inconsistent entries.

It was stressed that in order to avoid these errors training should be

thorough and supervision in the field very strict and comprehensive*
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"'" " ' ■" * ■'■ DATA PROCESSING iJID PUBLICATION PROGRAMME

182. As basis for the disoussion of this subject the meeting had the

following papers: e/CNo14/CPH/7 and E/CNe14/CPB/7/Add.l entitled

Bleotronio Data Processing of Oenflus Data Part I, Machine Processing

of Census Data, and. Part II, Some Principles of Computer Processing of

Census Data* respectively (which are reproduced as Paper XV in Volume II

of this report)a

Data Preparation

183. Itlwas noted that, in addition to the punched card, the punched

papertape and the mark-sensing card of standard format, larger formats

for mark sensing as well as forms for optical character reading are now

available*

184. It was mentioned that one of the participating countries is going

to make an experiment with the IBM Model 1287, Optical Character Header.

The test, scheduled as a part ofa pilot census to be taken around August

1968, is planned to give answers to the following questions:

1) Is the handwriting among the coders readable to an acceptable

degree by the 1287?

2) Is that part of the ccling? that is going to be made in

the field, working acceptably?

3) Is the physical condition of the questionnaires, after

having been filled in the field; acceptable?

The. country in question intondedj if the test proved successful, to

use the 1287 for its- 19&9 census of population and housing, and pointed

out that, in this case, it expected to make the data preparation faster

and cheaper than with ordinary key-punohes.
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As for.iey-puiiohir-s,' it.waa mentioned that, with respect to the well

known difficulties in training personnel for efficient use of the autmatio

punching and verifying enuipmpnt, it might be as well to use ordinary

hand-punohsa and''har-d—verifiers. It'was, however, noted that *hand—

verification muat--"be--supplemented*wi*th special arrangements for "re-r."V

■ veriifWa'ti'Gn. This is particularly-'important where "a bonus-paymeriis system

might encourage operators to pass un-checked oards.

Edi ting_ and oorrnotin,g

186. The need and ucefulness of automatic editing was, quite na.iaarally,

reooghl'scdj" boih at the pre-tabulation stage and at the different stages

between ■ta*Dulat:L6\iso Tae' possibilities of using the computer for automatio

o6rrec-tiori8 i;«ra ciplaiiiddo It was noted, that there are special

difficulties in creating suitable criteria for such '-orr^otions in

oountrieu without provious c.&nsue 6xperienoeD '

'3Slimi.riatiQP "^ T^^Uvtion of manual ohecking

187, It wan_aantionsd +-hat ti^q checking by computer might make it

possible to roduo© nanuii revision of coding as -well as verification ■

of punching -fco a 3r.1a.pl3 level. The traditional method for checking

left - or ri^tfliir'tr^. ^•s.r-^hi-r ^;;s ^jc^

inr-u

l88» In an in-loVTCcdiatj ^isr^ai-y it Eaa stated, that a wide variety of

input methods v>j,x a^aiioibla;- ar.d that a rational choice between them

would require: a thorough tcd-ting, well in advance of the filed census'

dates -Ehcsuld ivup> •j-aoTi dr.-iia "be fixed at all before the testing.

I89. Tho often -i-lsastTO'ad effects of delayed planning of the tabulations

were noted.. Two very large underestimates ]of processing time requirements

made by two cenr^lce-wuraaus in Africa, wore reported. It was stressed,

that a "dras'-r^-ssircnl11 of the tabulation programme waB the necessary -

although not £lv.-ay3 the sufficient - condition for a successful and timely

processing of a csasu.£s6
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Analysia

It was mentioned that the editing in its later stages - could be

developed to serve not only as an error—finding tool but also as an

analytical tool. .Immediate analysis in each stage oould be used to .

detect, early enough, misunderstandings or bad habits among the coders*

Steps in the production of tables

191• It was noted that it might be useful, espeoirlly for African

oonntries without a census tradition, to prepare .and study preliminary

tables before finalising the talrulation programme to be used for the

census publications.

Offset printing

192- Different methods of preparing documents for offset printing were

described: printing on continuous stencil forms, superimposition of

text and frames through the use of transparent media, electronic photo

ootoposition etc. The meeting recognized the ad-vantage of the offset

method over the ordinary type-setting method in cost, speed and accuracy.

It was noted that proofreading could be almost eliminated if offset plates

were derived directly from the machine tabulations,

Teohnlcal assistance* cooperation and services

ly3- United Nations Technical Assistance in the data processing field

at the national, regional and inter—regional levels was mentioned as well

as the corresponding assistance given by the Bureau of the Census in

the United States. The efforts of the Secretariat to develop a series

of generalized procedures for the processing of censuses of population

and housing were described. The meeting was informed of the present

computerization of the demographic statistics at the Secretariat and of

its interest in receiving data for the international statistics being

oompiled on magnetic tape.
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194. The meeting was also informed of SCA's effort to upgrade';i-tfr2ii^

present data processing equipment with the addition of magnetifi tage^s and

disks in order to make it more suitable for training and for compilation

of statistical data for the region. It was noted that the secretariat

also hoped to undertake processing on a service basis.

Computer—coordination- , _,

195* It was noted that some African countries have appointed special

data processing committees to coordinate the governmental procurement

and use of computers.
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:* EVALUATION. OF CENSUS RESULTS

\§* The working paner^for the session was Methods of /evaluating the

Readability of Population, and ,Housing Census Data, (s/CN;.14/CPH/4) *

(Se» yoltM&e*-II-.iafr this report.,. Paper. XVI) . ' ■ '.•■■.■■■

Objectives of an evaluation programme

197. The seminar discussed and agreed that the basic objectives of a

complete evaluation programme should be* . .

(a) to determine the level of accuracy of the census results in

regard to ,their coverage and content! ■ . :

(b) to indicate to-the users of the data the limitations of the

results and, if possible, to correct some of the errors; and.

(0) to determine the causes of errors, which would also include ah

v.; ■**--■ *lW^s-fi:#ati6n-"6f tKe characteristics of the living quarters*

'?>■■ ■*'**■'''■■ '■-'■ :;r h:6u:se^°^s an^ Persons involved, '

198. The delegates accepted the fact that no censuses or surveys are

free from error, so that an pvaluation of data is important* and alAo

agreed that any evaluation programme which points out - the^-limitationd of

data" TnCreasea the value of and confidence in: the

The.sources and types of errors in census enumerations ....

199* There are two main types of errors: . ' i ; .

(a) Errors of coverage which can be either under—enumeration or

over-enumeration of the.population or housing units, or

erroneous inclusions. Under—enumeration may arise as a result

of omission of living quarters, households,, persons within

households, etc. Over—enumeration.can of course, arise from

duplications in respeot of these factors*

(b) Errors of content: These are errors which arise as a r««ult

of the respondent's inability to give correct answers to

questions asked.



200. The possible souroes of error were thought to bet

(a) Inadequate preparations for the census* .-• •

(b) Use of inadequate maps and incomplete locality lists in th© census,

(o) Inadvertent omission of houses due to the £g>;3faaeard arrangement of

houses in certain places,

(d) Inaccessibility of certain areas in certain difficult parts of a

country, . _

(e) Enumerators' inability to get to some areas for one reasori bv

another.

(f) Fictitious enumeration by some enumerators. . .

(g) Lack of supervision during enumeration. .

201. .Errors of content usually arise froms

(a) $ke inability of enumerators to put census questiona properly,

•*"v?(b) Eespondents' unwillingness to answer oertain questions oorr»otly

beoause of ignorance, superstition or other reasons.

*.- (o) Ambiguous questions-

Metfiodsof JBva'luation

'202. Pbat-enumeration sample field check. This invotvesthe compari««n

of reoords from the census with records independently obtained by fielA

methods. A true post—enumeration field oheok must meet three specific

oriteria.

(a) It- must be independent of the original enumeration-

(b) .It must be representative of the whole country and all populatiom

■'■■ groups. ■:,....■•■ ■ .

(c) It must involve one-to-one matching of reoords to produce an

: identical group from each operation.
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203*.• Thb**semijaar agreed that, as a sampling frame for the post-enumeration

check, ^a list of complete enumeration areas or segments of them is to be

..preferred to.a list of houses, households or persons. It was also agreed

that one-^o-rone matching in the office might still l^ave some unanswered

questions which in most oases can only "be resolved "by going back to the

field- In Africa in particular matching is made extremely difficult

by the fact that some persons may give two different names during the

two operations.

204. The merits and demerits of post-enumeration surveys were discussed

at length, with illustrations of experiences from some countries in the

region. Two other methods of ,che<dcing on census- reeuUts-^were—deaoribed

by :one.delegate. ,

205» The first method involves recording both the de-facto and,, de jure

populations in surveys and oomparing the two to see how much they differ*

The second invo^yi&&_ihe__.ooinpariaon of questionnaires completed during

successive visits to the same houses.

206. Though the-seminar accepted post enumeration field checks as the

most direct and objective method of checking census and survey results,

it »lso warned that it is a very costly venture and should be carried

out with great care and thorough preparation to ensure success. It was

stressed that these checks were themselves subject tfc errors and in fact

might in some cases produce results less accurate than the main operation,

if not organized properly.. Car* should be taken to ensure that ooncepts

and definitions us°d in a post enumeration check are not different from

those used in the: main census or survey; that the frames used in selecting

■the sample tfwvjMm^lete^i andtfcttarfr t£e ^chdafc'-.i^Ta5($e:r^ak^i ^s^soo

after the census or survey. Lastly it was stressed that cere should-be

taken in interpreting the results of any post enumeration check and that

all disoiflpKnAfeaajfound between the census and post enumeratiocL-cheoks

should not automatically be considered as errors in the census.
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207* Checking census results against records from other sources* This

method was accepted as worthwhile hut of very little relevance in Africa

at present heoause the records usually required for suoh comparisons

are not available attd even where available are very incomplete. However

though' records such as population registers and birth registers are

usually not available, it was agreed that oensus reoords oould be

compared with school enrolments for some areas and perhaps data on

foreigners could be checked against foreign residents' registers where

these

208. Analytical checks of the reliability of the data obtained. These

are indirect methods of detecting errors in the enumeration consisting

of oritioal analysis of the internal consistency of oensus results and

finding out how far the results conform to expected values obtained froa

other souroes. These methods cannot, in themselves, produce an assessment

of accuracy; all they can do is to produce a clue to possible errors '

which must be followed up by additional analyses designed to prove or.

disprove the possibilities.

209. One of the methods, the balancing method, usually employed in'

analytical checks on oensus coverage is, however, not applicable in

Afrioa at present because the data required for this check — registered

births, deaths, immigrants and emigrants - are not available,

210. Analytical studies of certain characteristics obtained in a oensus

oan be carried out. These include distributions of the population - or

serotions of it by age and sex and marital status, etc. It was pointed out

that in making analytical studies of census data care should be taken to

avoid interpreting as ah error ©very peculiarity which makes a population

different from the norm expected in the advanoed oountries. Where

these peculiarities oan be fully explained they should not be considered

as errors.
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Kvaluation techniques in African oensuBes.

211. Available data show that 12 countries have carried out post

enumeration field ohecks of population census results and two on housing

oensue results. Out 6f these 12 only four oarried out checks on content

error. It was, however, pointed out that the results of many of these

checks have n6t been published and that publication of the results was

vital since it helps countries to learn from experiences elsofchmpe in

the legion.
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OTH&R HXSIftESS

212. In-its earlier discussions, the seminar had drawn attention to the

importance of circulating material on all aspects of census organization

between countries, either direct or through ECA. As an additional means

of ensuring the fullest utilisation of regional «xperienc», the seminar

proposed that countries undertaking population and housing censusee should

accept trainees from other countries. It was noted that arrangements in

this connection were a normal funotion of the secretariat* but that, no

provision for fellowships was included in the regional budget.

213- However, the meeting was pleased to learn that the Population Council

would be prepared to oonaider applications for fellowships. Other p^seible

sources of finance were the African governments themselves and UN country

technical assistance programmes. It was emphasized that all arrangements

for training of the type discussed would need to "be initiated well ib

alvanoe of the actual visits. The participants from Moroooo and Togo

indicated the willingness of their oountries to receive trainees,

provided funds for fellowships could be made available.

214. In reply to an enquiry, it was stated that no progress could yet JQe

reported on the possible establishusnt of census training courses at the

Taounde" statistical centre. This matter had previously been discussed

by the Fifth Conference of African Statisticians and the project wao

being considered by the UHDP (Special Fund)♦

215, The seminar expressed its regret that there was no definite news

regarding the establishment of these facilities. However, demographic

courses were available for English speaking trainees at the US Bureau of

the Census, and USAID were organising a course on population change•

Countries had been informed of arrangements for -these projeots.

216* The secretariat undertook to ensure that statistical working documents

would be circulated to all African Statistical Offices, irrespective of

whether these offioes ware sending participants to meetings*
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Country/Paya

BUEU39DI

PROVISIONAL LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

LISTU PROVISOIRjJ DiiS PARTICIPANTS

■ Name/Nam

CAMEROON/CAMEROON

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC/

CONGO (DIM, REP. OF)/CONGO
. DM. DO)

bthiopia/^thiopib

FRANCS

M. Patrice Riragendanwa

Directeur du D6part«nent de la

Population

Ministere de l^nt^rieur

Bujumbtira

M. Abel Nkoungourou

Dlviaion de.la Statiatique ©t dee

K-tudes Economiques et de la. ...

MSoanogratihi©, B.P.' 660

Yaounde

M. Koyamba

Direoteur de la Statietique .

Commissariat au Plan

B.P. 954

Bangui

M. Adolphe Nzeza

Direoteur

Direction de la Statiatique et

dea Etudes Soonomiques

B.P. 20 Kinshasa

M. G6d6on Dassoundo

Adjoint au Direoteur

Direction de la Statistique

B.P. 5)6 r

Cotonou

Ato Mekonnen Tekle Haimenot

Statistician

Central Statistical Office

P.O. Box 1143 . ...-.._ .,.,

Addis Ababa

M. Robert Blano

Adminiatrateur

Inatitut National de la Statistique

et dee Etudes BoonomiqneB

29, Quai Branly

PariB
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Country/Paya

GABON

GHANA

jtvoht coast/cote

KENYA

Lesotho

LIBSKIA/T.TKriBTA

Name/Nom

M. Michel Francois

Ghef, Division des EnqueHes D4mogra—

phiqueo

Service National de la Statistique

B.?. 179

Mr. E.A. Colecraft

Head, Demographic Division

Central Bureau of Statistics^

P.O. Box IO98

Accra

M. Kric Freychet

Chef du Service de la DSmographie

Service de la Statistique

B.P. 222

Abidjan

Mr, tf.K. Martin

Census Officer

Ministry of Soonomio Planning and

Development

P.O. Box 30266

Nairobi

Mr. J. Mwaniki ,

Demographer, Economics & Statistics

Division,

Ministry of iioonomio Planning and

Development

B.P. 30266

Nairobi

Mr. A.M. Monyake

Statistician

Bureau of Statistics

P.O. Box 455

Masseru

M. We suer Joseph

Senior Statistician

Bureau of Planning & Economic Affairs

P.O. Box 567

Monrovia
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Country/Payg

MADAGASCAR

M£URITIUS/lL3 MAORICfi

hobocco/haboc

NIG3R

RWANDA

Mr* .Toufik Bl-Hafi ■ ■ '
Chief of Seotion (Vital Statistics)
Census and Statistical Department

Ministry of Eoonom:y and Trade

Tripoli

M, Martin Rafcezanahary

Section de la population

Institut National de la Statistique

et de la Recherche Sconomique

B.P. 485

Tananarive

Mr. Marcel Stienne

Director, Central Statistical Office

Rose Hill

Mauritius ;' ■ '■"■ ■. ■

M. Abdellatif Imani

Chef du Service Central des

Statistiques

Division du Plan pt des Statistiques

B.P. 178

Rabat

M. Jacques Adehossi

Chef du Ssrvice de la Statistique

et de la Mecanographie

Miniatere des Affaires Eoonomiques

et du Plan

Niamey

Mr- F.J. Palodun

Assistant Chief Statistician

Federal Office of Statistics

p.m.b. 12528 "vv:' '■ i- ■■■ ■

Lagos

M. Twigirayesu Bphrem

Directsur General de 1'Office dee

Statistiques

B.P. 46

Kigali -■■ ■ ■ ■ ' ; ■ ■; '
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Country/fays

SIERRA LEONE

sodan/soudan

SWAZILAND

toqo/togo

ugaeda/ougaeda

Name/Norn

Mr. E.C. Benjamin

Aoting Senior Statistician

Central Statistics Office

Ministry of Finance

Freetown

Mr. Sayed Omar El Tay

Senior Statistician

Department of Statistics

P.O. Box TOO

Khartoum

Mr, Huw M, Jones

A&ministratiiBs Offioer

Mbabane

Mr. M*J. Byarugaba

Chief Population Statistician

Central Statistical Bureau

P.'". Box 796

Dar—es-Salaam

M. Anani Theodore Kponton

Directeur Adjoint de la Statistique

G^nerale et de la Comptabilit^

B.P. 117

Lomee

M. Sylvere Issigou Looky

Directeur Adjoint

Service do la Statistique Oenerale

et de la ComptaLilite Nationale

B.P. 117

Lorn6

M. .'.aoeur Ledjri

Secretariat d'Etat au Plan et aux

Finances

Services des Statistiquee
B.P. 65

Tunis

Assistant Census Commissioner

Economic Planning and Statistics

Division

P.O. Box 13

Entebbe
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Country/PayB

TJ.A.R./R-A.U.

ZAMBIA

Name/Nom ->

Mr. Salem El Baz Rizk

General Director, Cgnerises Administra

tion

Central Agency for Public Mobiliza

tion and Statistics

Cairo

Mr, Francis Walusiku

Senior Statistician ' ■-

Central Statistical Office

Lusaka
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OBSTBVMS

OBSKRVATitJES

FAO/OAA

ILO/BIT

UNICEF

WHO/OMS

Mr* C.M.H. Morojele

Regional Statistiotar^/
Statistioien regional

Box 3001

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

M. Andre Serre

Conseiller regional

Statistique du Travail

Bureau International du Travail
B.P. 2788

Addis Abeba, Ethiopie

Mr, A. Demere

Acting Resident Representative
ITNICEF

Box 1169

Addis Ababa,

Mr. J. Muhteoip

Supply and Programme Officer

UMICEP

Box 1169

Addis Ababa

Dr. Max Roy

WHO Sanitary Engineer

EGA, P,O9 Box 3001

Addis Ababa

Mr* Jon Thilleman

Statistician

WHO Advisory Services on Tital &

Health Statistics

P.O. Box 3069 ,

Addis Ababaa
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OBSERVERS

U.S.A./S.U.A. Mr. David Kaplan

Assistant Division Chief

(Mpthods Development) and 1970
Census Co-ordi.nator

U.S. Bureau of the Censub

Washington, D.C.

Population Council

245 paik -^e-
New Toric, U.Y. 10017

U.N. STATISTICAL

BTJEMCI DjiI LA STATISTIQUE ONU

Mr. Donald Heisel

Institute ftfr Development Studies

University College

Nairobi

P.0e Box 30197

Nairobi, Kenya

Miss Nora P. Powell

Chief9 Demographic aud,Social

Statistics Branch

Statistical Office .

United Hationo

Mr, G. Berggren ,.

Inter—regional Adviser

Computer Methods

Statistical Office

United Nations

Mr* V. Kannlsto

Inter-rsgional Adviser in

Demographic Statistics

Statistical Office

United Nations
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ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA/ '

COMMISSION ECONOMIQUE POUR L'AFRIQTJE

Mr. R.K.A. Gardiner

Mr. P. "Rajaobelina

Mr A.L. Mullier

Mr. W.L. Booker

Mias Kathleen M. Jupp

Mr. J.G.C. Blacker

Mr. R.K. Spm

Mr, D.K. Ghanaah

Mr. J. van den Reysen

Mr. I. Ba

Mr. R.E. Fitohett

Professor Lo Giertz

Sreoutive Secretary''
Secretaire exe"cutif

Deputy Ereoutive Secretary'

Secretaire ex^outif adjoint

Director, Research and Statistics

Division/Directeur de la Division
De la Recherche et de la Statistique

Deouty Director

Research and Statistics Division/

Directeur adjoint, Division de la

Recherche et de la Btatistique

Regional Statistical Adviser/

Conseiller regional en statistique

Regional Statistical Adviser/

Conseiller regional en statistique

Head, Demograohy and Social

Statistics Seotion 'Section de la

d£mographie et des statieti^ues

sociales

Chief Demograohio Analysis Unit'

Service d'analyse d6mographique

Chief Demographic and Social

Statistics Unit Service des statistiques
d^mograohiques et sociales

Statistician''Statistioien

Regional Adviser in Housing Industry

and Housing Division/Conseiller

regional de l!habitat. Division

de I1Industrie et de l'Habitat

Expert, Housing Section, Industry

and Housing Division7Expert Section

de l'habitat, Division de ^Industrie

et de l'Habitat.
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Seminar Programme

1. Opening addresses.

2. Seminar programme*

3. General census planning,

4. Co-ordination "between housing censuses and population censuses

and of these censuses with other statistical inquiries and

compilations

5- Structure of the census organisation and estimation of the

number of field staff.

6. System of payments to field staff a&A of cost estimates-

7« Use of sampling in conjunction with censuses.

8« Seleoting topios, planning the tabulation programme and

designing the questionnaire(s) .

9. Geographic work for the census and preparation of census

control lists.

10. Other pr©-enumeration field work.

13• Enumeration problems and procedures.

12. Data processing and publication programme.

13* Bifaluation of census results.

14• Adoption of report.
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Monday

a

-

17 June

• ID-

Guide for Discussion

Item 1

Item 2

Opening

Seminar

E/CN.i4/423
E/CN.14/CAS.6/7
ANNEX: III

addresses

Programme

Monday 17 June

p.m. Item 3

Chairman* Mr. Colecraft

General Census Planning

Discussion leaders:

Miss "Powell

Mr. Kannisto

Principal issues

(a) Definition, objectives and essential features of a

population oensus and of a housing census

(b) Census planning and the timing of the various operations,

including the ohoice of the oensus date

(c) Legal basis

(d) Simultaneity

(e) Budgeting and.cost control . '. :---'-

Working paperi

Background .papers
or;

Planning a Population and Housing Census

(E/CN.14/CPH/1W;

Principles and Recommendations for the 1970 Census

of Population (ST/STAT/SER.M/44)

Principles and Reoommendations for the l?70 Census

of Housing (ST/STAT/SER.M/45)

Handbook of Population Census Me.thode Vol. I

(ST/STAT/SSR.F/5Rev, 1)

Plans for the 1970 Census of Population and

Housing in the United States
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Tuesday 18 June

a.m. Item 3

Chairmans Mr. Naceur Ledjri

General Census Plannning (oont.)

Discussion leaders:

Mr. Kannieto «

Mr. Blacker

Principal issues

(f) De facto or de .jure population or a compromise
between the two

(g) Type of design for the field enumeration

(h) Publicity

(i) Programme of analysis of census data

(j) Reoording of census experience

Working and background papers;

As for the preceding se&eion with the addition of The Development
of Demographic Surveys in the French-speaking African States fs/c£l4/crg/l7)

Tuesday 18 June

p.m. Item 4

Chairman s. Mr. El Baz Rizk

Co-ordination between housing

oensuses and population

censuses and of these oensuses

with other statistical

inquiries and compilations

Discussion leaders:

Miss Powell

Miss Jupp
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Principal issues

Co-ordination between the(a) Housing and population censuses:

■ .-two -operations in respect of

(i) Preparatory work, enumeration and processing and (ii)
common or related conceptual elements of topics to be

investigated; (iii) advantages and disadvantages of

combined and separate operations -

(b) Housing and/or population censuses in relation to other

statistical operations: (i) agricultural ceasuses, (ii)
censuses of establishments, (iii) inter oensal sample surveys

:. . ■ of various.kinds/ (iv) current statistics

Working paper: Co-ordination between Housing Censuses and Population

Censuses and of these Censuses with Other Statistical

Inquiries and Compilations fa/CN.14/CPH/3)

Wednesday 19 June

a.m. Item 5 Structure of the census organization

and estimation of the number of

field staff

Chairman: Mr. Dassoundo Discussion leaders:

Miss Jupp

Mr, Ghansah

Principal issues

(a) Central census office and regional (provincial) or district
officers; various intermodiaries depending on the size and

complexity of the country $ supervisorsj enumerators

■;:~ (b) Structure of the central census office and numbers of staff of

various grades required

(c) Census advisory committee .

(d) Liaison with other government departments and universities

(e) Estimating the number of field staff required

(f) Use of auxiliary field staffs guides, interpreters, headmen, etc.

(g) Recruitment of staff
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Item 5 (oont'd)

Working papers; Planning a Population and Housing Census

(E/CN.I4/CFH/I8) paras. 69-93. "~~~

Structure and Size of African Census Organizations

and Estimation of Census Costs X-S/CN. 14/CPH/1O)

Background papers; Summaries of procedures adopted in recent censuses

in selected African countries

Wednesday 19 June

p.m. Item 6 System of payments to field staff and

of cost estimates

Chairmans Ato Mekonnen Tekle Haimanot Discussion leaders:

Mr. Blacker

Mr. Ba

Principal issues

(a) Payment of supervisors and enumerators "by single lump sum;
by lump sum for training period plus daily or hourly rates

for the enumeration; payment per head of population enumerated?

no payment at all 5 compensation to government employees for

census work; etc.

(t>) Other items of census costs: Salaries of central and district

staff; printing, stationery, equipment; travel and transport

charges; salaries of processing staff and rental of machines;

mapping; contingencies, etc.

(c) Methods of presenting the census costs

Working paper; Structure and Size of African Census Organizations

and Estimation of Census Costs (E/Cff.l4/CFH/10)

Background papers; Summaries of procedures adopted in recent censuses

in selected African countries
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Thursday 20 June

.. . a* id*

p.m.

Chairman:

a.m.

P*nu

Principal

Mr.

Mr.

Monyake

Falodun

issues

Item 7 Use of sampling in conjunction

with censuses

Discussion leaders:

Mr. Som

Miss Jupp

(a) Advarrtag&s-and-disadvantages of sampling

(b) Conditions of acceptable sample operations

(0) Testing of census procedures

(d) Collection of data on additional topics

(e) Post-enumeration field ohecks

(f) Quality control of data processing

(g) Tabulation of provisional results

(h) Additional tabulations

(1) The census as a basis for subsequent sample inquiries

Working. _papers: Use

Background paper:

Use of Sampling in Population and Housing Censuses

(E/CN.14/CPH/fcf)

The Development of Demographic Surveys in the

French-speaking African States [B/CN.14/CFH/17)

African Recommendations for the 1970 Population

Censuses (e7cF.14/CAS.,6/1)
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Friday 21 June

a.m. Item 8 Selecting topics and planning the

tabulation programme

Chairman: Mr. tfalusiku Discussion leaders:

Mr.. Som

Miss Jupp

Mr. Ghanaah

Principal issues

(a) Brief resume of factors determining choice of topics and
tabulations in a population census * the African recommendations

for the 1970 population censuses; definitions and specifications
of fundamental importance

(b) Similarly for housing censuses

Working paperst The Collection of Data on Fertility and Mortality

in Afrioan Censuses of Population (E/CH.14/CPH/14)

,Age Data in African Censuses and Surveys

Background papers; Principles and Recommendations for the 1970

Population Censuses (ST/STAT/SER.MAkO

Principles and Recommendations for the 1970 Housing

Censuses (Srj/STAT/SER.M/45J '" ■ . ■ .- ■■" '■ Z

African Recommendations for the 1970 Population
Censuses (WCN7u7okSJT/TT

African Recommendations for the 1970 Housing

Censuses (S/Cf.l4/CASO672T
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Friday 21 June

p.m. - Item 8 (ocsrt'd) Designing the questionnaires

Chairmans Mr. Byarugaba Discussion leaders:

Mr. Blacker

■i :.■■.■■ ; Mr. Kannisto ■■

Principal issues

(a) Types and styles of questionnaire

(■fa) Framing and ordering of questions

(c) Types of questions and methods of entering replies

(d) Merits and de-merits of pre-codingj use of code lists

(e) Instructions for completing the questionnaires

(f) Methods of relating population and housing questionnaires

in a combined population/liousing census (or survey)

Working paperst As for preceding session

Background paper: Handbook of Population Census Methods, Vol.1
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Monday 24 June

a.m. Item 9 Geographic work for the census

and preparation of census control

lists

Chairman: Mr. v.esner Joseph Discussion leaders

Mr. Kannisto

Mr. Blacker

Miss Powell

Principal issues

(a) Organization and staffing of geographic unit

(b) Map requirements and availability

(c) Steps in a mapping programme

(d) Locality listing and urban/rural classification

(e) Census administrative divisions and enumeration area

mapping and description

(f) Delimiting EAs without the use of maps

(g) Uses, preparation and content of control lists of

houses or of households

Working papers: Cartography for Census Purposes (E/CN.14/CFH/6)

Locality Listing and Delimitation of Enumeration

Areas (E/CN.14/CPH/9)

Preparation and Use of Census Control Lists

(3/CN.14/CPH/5)

Mapping for the 1966 Census of Swaziland

(E/OT.14/CPH/19)
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Monday 24 June

p.m. Item 10 Other pre-enumeration field work

Chairman: Mr. Jacques Adehoesi Discussion leaderss

Mr. Van den Reysen

Miss Jupp

Prlnoipal issues

(a) Testing of census questionnaires; pilot tests of other

aspects of census procedures! evaluating results of pre-tests

(b) Sources of recruitment for African censuses

(o) Training coursess timing and length of training period;

class work; field-work; examinations

(d) Manuals of instructions to field workers

(e) Transportation

(f) Despatch and control of supplies

Working paper; Pilot Surveys and Pre-Tests of Census Procedures

(E/CN.14/CPH/12)

Background papers s Handbook of Population Census Methods, Vol. I

(ST/KPAT/SER.F/5/Rev.1)
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Tusday 25 June

a.m. Item.11 Enumeration Problems and Bpocedures

Chairman: Mr. Sayed Omer El Tay Disoussion leaders;

Mr. Ghanaah

Mr. Van den Reysen

Prinoipal issues

Difficulties arising in Africa from*

" (a) The physical environment, patterns of settlement and mode of

living; different prooedures required in the case of urban

populations, rural/sedentary, rural/dispersed, semi-nomads,
nomads* : " :

' (b) Migrant labourers

(o) Respondents' inability or unwillingness to answer correotly

because of forgetfulness, ignoranoe, or specific religious,

ethnic or other reasons.

(d) Enumerators* errors

Working paper: Enumeration Problems and Procedures (E/Cjr,14/CPH/ll)

Background papert ; * Handbook :of Population Census Mathods Vol. I ■

(ST/STAT/SER.P/5/Rev. 1)
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Tusday 25 June

p.m. Item 12 Data processing and publication

programme

Chairman: Mr. Abdellatif Imani Discussion leaderss

Mr. Berggren

Mr, Kannisto

Principal issues

(a) Checking, editing, coding and hand-processing

(b) Machine processing by conventional equipment

(c) Electronic processing

(d) Programme for publication of census results: provisional

totals, advance tabulations, final tabulations; additional

tabulations! tabulations not intended for publication

Working papers: Electronic Processing of Census Data

Part I, Machine Processing of Cen3us Data

(3/C1T.14/CPH/7)

Part II. Some Principles of Computer Processing

of nen^ir Data (E/CK,14/CPH/7/Add.l).

Wednesday 26 June

a* in. Item 13 Evaluation of census results

Chairman s Mr, Mwan ik i

Principal issues

Discussion leaders

Mr. Ghansah

Mi sb Jupp

(a) The sources and types of errors in census enumerations

(b) Objectives of an evaluation -nyyogr.auns

(c) Field ohecks

(d) Checking against records from other sources

(e) Analytical checks of reliability of the data obtained

(f) "Evaluation techniques in African censuses

Working paper 1 Methods of Evaluating the Reliability of Population

.and Housing Census Data(E/CN. 14/CPH/4)
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Wednesday 26 June

p.m. and

Thursday 27 June

a.m. Free

Thursday 27 June

p.m.

Friday 28 June

a.m.

Adoption of report (cont.)

Adoption of report

Closing session

Mr. M Etienne
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LIST OF IXXJUMTTS

Titl

Provisional Seminar Programme

Pro-visional Guide for Discussion

Co-ordination between Housing and

Population Censuses and of these

Censuses with other Statistical

Inquiries and Compilations

Methods of Evaluating the Reliability

of Pojnijatiun and Housing Census Data

Preparation and Use of Census

Control Lists

Cartography for Census Purposes

Electronic Processing of Census Data

Part !• Machine Processing of Census Data

Part II. Some Principles of Computer

r. Processing of Census Data

Use of Sampling in Population and

Housing Censuses

Locality Listing and Delimitation

of Enumeration Areas

Structure and Size of African Census

Organizations and Estimation of Census

iiinumeration Problems and Procedures

Pilot Surveys and Pre-Tests of Census

Procedures

Age Data in African Censuses and Surveys

The Collection of Data on Fertility

and Mortality in African Censuses of

Population

Provisional List of Documents

Provisional List of Participants

The Development of Demographic Surveys

in the Prenohr-speafcing African States

Planning a Population and Housing Census

Mapping for the 1966 Census of Swaziland

Languages
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B

E

S
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F
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E
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E
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F

F
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F

F

F

F

F

Bilingual
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E

E

F

F
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following "background papers will also be available s

- Oodo

ST/STAT/SER.V44
Sales Noo:67.XVII03

st/stat/ssi^/m/45
Sales No0: 67*XVII,4

B/CN.14/CAS.6/1

B/CN.14/CAS.6/2

Title "

Principles and Recommendations for tfce

1970 Population Censuses

Principles and Recommendations for the

1970 Housing Censuses.

African Recommendations .for the 1970

Population Censuses

African Recommendations for the 1970

Housing Censuses . •.

ST/STAT/S2R«F/5 Rev-1 Handbook of Population Census
Sales Noos58,XVII.6 . Methods, Vol. I.

»•» . Plans for the 1970 Census of Population

and Housing in the United States . .

»«• Src&saries of Procedures Adopted in

1 Recent Censuses in Selected African

Countries*

Languages

2 ■ F

E ' :- F

S F

S

Original

language


